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1. Introduction
The history of RTLl2, the criteria employed during its design and the benefits which can be
expected from its use are outlined in the manual "lntroduction to RTL/2".
Programming a computer to perform any task is basically a process of translating from the
language of human thought and expression to one which is convenient to the machine. The 9th
century Arabian mathematician al-Kuwarizmi is credited with originating the method of symbol
manipulation which lies at the root of abstract mathematics and logic. His name is remembered
in'algorithm', something which symbolically represents a sequence of decisions and calculations
to perform some well-defined process. RTL/2 is basically an algorithmic language in which we
can define symbolic procedures in a style similar to mathematics and English, without worrying
about the basic instructions or organisation of a particular computer. The translation of this into
a form suitable for execution by a machine is performed by a program - a compiler. For this to
be possible, the language must be defined in a precise, unambiguous manner. There are two
aspects to this. Firstly, there are the rules of grammatical structure (syntax\ that must be obeyed
before a construction can be regarded as admissible; secondly, there are other (semanticl rules
that govern its use and interpretation in practice and attach a meaning to a construction in its
particular context. A formal presentation of these rules is given in the RTL/2 Specification
Manual, which is intended as a reference manual and not a source for learning RTL/2. This
Training Manual, however, is intended to provide a sequential text to teach RTL/2,not only its
rules, but also its philosophy, underlying structures and some of the ways in which it can be used.

The stages involved in writing and running programs from the formulation of the problem to the
existence of a dependable tool are well known. In this Manual we are concerned with the process of
formulating and writing the loEical sequence which willsolve the problem. This process leads to a
program which is presented to an RTL/2 compiler through some suitable input medium. This
Manual is about the whole RTLI2language and not just the bits which are simple to learn and
use; an overall understanding is essential if the maximum benefit of RTLI2 is to be gained in the
design and writing of programs, There are many things which this Manual is not about: it does
not concern itself with actual machines or operating systems;it does not describe what compilers
may do; above all, it is not a handbook to enable existing programs to be transliterated into

RTLI2.
Text books usually have prefaces and introductions which explain for whom the work is intended,
the level of knowledge assumed and how the book is organised; this Manual is no exception and
the following remarks will probably be ignored completely or dismissed as padding. Knowledge
of any other language is not assumed, and the average intelligent person who has brushed with
computers and has a reasonable level of mathematics should find little difficulty. The style is
designed to be readable without complex technical definitions and a mass of numbered
paragraphs bristling with decimal points. The automatonous reader is asked to excuse the
occasional glimpses of humanity which have crept into an otherwise turgid subject. The
experienced programmer will proceed rapidly. No sections are starred as being "of less importance"
or "can be omitted at a first reading"; the aim is to present the whole language in a fairly logical
order; if you find difficulty, follow the French mathematician's advice to the conscientious not
to linger too long over the hard parts but'go on, and faith will corne to you'- it will all fall into
place. Finally, the usual exhortation to try all the examples;they (and the worked examples) are
essential - the test of understanding is usage. Answers are provided in Appendix 3 but these do
not purport to be'best'solutions; they merely solve the problems with the constructions available
at that point.
One aim of any high-level language is to bring the potential of computers within reach of a wider
group of users, including those who regard such machines as mere tools and who are not
interested particularly in the hardware structure involved. lt is intended that RTL/2 can be used
to program processes independent of the actual computer used. This makes precise definition
impossible in some areas; other vague areas may arise where the interface between RTLI2
programs and the particular operating system is involved. We recognise these limitations and
indicate them by the phrases "machine dependent", "implementation dependent" and "system
dependent";whenever possible a minimum interpretation expected or the spirit intended is given,
but the reader is advised to consult the documents relevant to the particular computer or system
when he finds himself in such areas: it is clearly good programming practice, when designing

transportable software, to collect any'Iuzzy' areas into one place and pay particular attention to
documenting the assumptions made.
Regardless of high-level languages, computers will only do what they have been told to do.
Whatever the claims for computers, it is true that they will faithfully reproduce in their output all
the errors of the input, and this applies equally to the logical structure of the program as well as
to any numerical data. RTL/2 and its compilers cannot check your logic though they may help
you you have been warned.

-

2. Places and Objects
Executing a program in a computer consists of the manipulation of numerically coded instructions
and items of numerical data, held in the store of the machine. We can picture this store as a
collection of cells. Since there is a large number of different cells where information and
instructions can be located, some means must be provided to identify each one uniquely, so that
a particular instruction can be specified or a particular item of data accessed. This is solved by
giving each cell an identification number called itsaddress; thus each cell can be thought of as
having a nameplate bearing a unique reference number. lt is important to note that this
nameplate contains no information about the nature of what is in the cell (i.e. instruction or
datum) nor about the contents itself.

In a high-level language we are not interested in which particular cells of the machine we use. We
do wish to manipulate information in the cells and to be able to refer uniquely to a cell (or a
group of cells) wherever it is physically situated in the store.
We shall see how we do this

in RTLI2 and distinguish between the nameplate and the contents of

the cell in a simple case.
The most primitive objects that we wish to manipulate in RTL/2 are numbers; some of the
numbers involved are real numbers. Inside a machine they are represented in some floating-point
form. As far as the program writer is concerned, he can think of them in a form similar to the
common scientific notation, in which a real number is regarded as a fraction between 0.1 and 1.0
times a power of ten. For example 276.23 can be written O.27623 x 103. ln any given machine
numbers can only be held with a certain finite number of significant figures. The majority of
numbers will therefore be approximated to some degree of precision. Since the number of
significant figures held varies from machine to machine, the language does not define theaccuracy
with which real numbers will be held: that is the accuracy is implementation dependent.
Similarly, because machines are finite, there will be a limit to the magnitude of real numbers
which can be held within the machine. lt will not be possible to hold very large nor very small
numbers. Therange of numberswhich can be held isagain implementation dependent. A typical
implementation on a small computer might allow a range of 10-20 to 10*20 with 6 figure accuracy.
How do we write a real number in RTL/2? We use a combination of the decimal digits 0 to 9,
the letter E and the decimal point (.). RTL/2 allows three forms for a real number and leaves the
compiler to construct the form required internally:

i)
ii)
iii)

A simple decimal number which contains a decimal point and at least one digit both before
and after the point;
A simple decimal number as in (i) with a power of ten (exponentl appended in the form E
followed by a signed or unsigned number (without any point);
A decimal number without a point with an exponent as described in (ii).

You may wonder how negative numbers can be dealt with if we do not prefix a sign to the
number. Any leading sign is not regarded as a part of the number, but as an operator acting on
the number; this will be dealt with in Section 5. Note too that such a number is an RTL/2 item
(see Section 3) which is terminated as soon as a character is found which cannot be interpreted
part of it; thus we cannot have any spaces in the number particularly between the decimal and
exponent parts.

ïhe fr,llowing

ù
ii)
iii)

are examples

263.27
2.6327E+2

263278-2

of

legal real numbers

written in the different permissible forms:

0.5

13.0

5.0E-1
5E-1

1.3E
1

1

3E0

The following examples show illegal attempts to write real numbers:
16.

.o2
E6

1.281.O

1632.7 E-1

no digit following decimal point
no digit preceding decimal point
no number for the exponent to apply to
decimal point in exponent
space precedes exponent

The compiler may also fail a syntactically valid real number if its size exceeds the range for the

as

machine. This is an example of a semantic error
sensible meaning to the

RTL/2 item.

-

the machine will not be able to attach

a

A number appearing in a program in one of the above forms is called a real constant.
We will wish to manipulate such real numbers in our program, and will thus require to store them
in the cells of our machine. Just as in the machine we identified each cell uniquely by an address,
we wish to identify uniquely, within the RTL/2 program, the quantities we are going to
manipulate. During the execution of a program (i.e. at run time) a quantity will take on many
different numerical values, but, as in algebra, such a variable quantity has only one value at a
particular instant. In our machine this is reflected by one cell which contains different real
numbers as the program progresses. We wish to identify this particular cell. This is done using an
identifier. ldentifiers play a vital role in RTL/2; we use them to name various things, including
variables. To cope with identifiers we introduce the RTL/2 item name. A name is a sequence of
the letters AtoZ and the digits 0-9 (these characters are known as alphanumerics) with the
proviso that the first character must be a letter. Thus the following are valid RTLI2 names:
A
xY27
FRED
INCOME

WHATALONGNAME IAMWR ITI NG
Whilst the following sequences are illegal as names:

A*B
3PO

FRED BLOGGS

contains a non-alphanumeric
does not start with a letter
contains a non-alphanumeric (space)

The language RTL/2 does not place any limit on the number of characters that may appear in a
name. However, for practical reasons, there will be a finite limit. There is in any case a limit
imposed by the number of characters you can get on a line! lt is unwise to use names which are
too long since writing them becomes tedious, the machine independence is possibly reduced (see
Section 30), and the chance of making spelling mistakes increases!

to identify our variables in a program we have a free choice of names; well, almost a free
choice! The character set of RTLI2 does'not provide enough distinct symbols for the use of the
language and so some names are reserved and have a pre-defined meaning. There are 57 such
keywords which are listed in Appendix 2; we shall explain their use as we introduce them
individually through this manual.
So

We can now name the variable quantities we wish to use in our program. The selection of a
particular name for a variable does not in any way affect the meaning of our program, in the

that the meaning will not be changed if throughout our program we consistently replace it
by another name (differentfrom all the other names used in the program). ln short programs,
brief, uninspired names, like A,X27, FRED are all right, but in longer, more complicated cases,
involving several hundred variables perhaps, it becomes important to use mnemonic names so that
a variable's name suggests what it stands for, The use of such names (e.g. TEMP, PRESS, ERROR)
simplifies the writing of a program, reduces the number of errors made, and makes it far more
comprehensible to another reader (and to yourself some months after you first wrote it!)
sense

We can now link together in RTL/2 the ideas of the contents of a machine cell and the nameplate
attached to it. The name of a real variable is simply the nameplate of some cellwhich contains
real numbers during the course of a program. We shall see that real numbers are not the only
quantities we wish to manipulate. During compilation of an RTL/2 program a suitable cell (or set
of cells) has to be reserved for every variable appearing in the program. In order that the compiler
can allocate the appropriate storage the programmer must convey some information about the
objects which will be contained in the cells named by the identifiers used in the program. This is

achieved by adeclaration.
quantities we write:

lf wewish to useTEMP,

REAL TEMP,PRESS,ERROR
10

PRESS, ERROR to name cellscontaining real

The exact position in the program where we put this will be discussed later. The form is the same
for af l declarations. We have a description of the type (i.e. the nature) of the contents (in this case
the reserved word REAL) followed by a list of the names of the variables required, separated by
commas. So we have our first keyword, REAL, and our first piece of RTLI2; the function of this
declaration is simply to announce that the identifiersTEMP, PRESS, ERROR will be used in the
subsequent text of the program to identify places which can contain real numbers. The
importance of this seemingly pedantic insistence on the name "identifying a place which can
contain" something rather than saying "the variable À a real number" will become apparent.
One of the objects we shall wish to manipulate is the name of a variable, or in general, an
identifier. That is we wish the contents of some cell to be the "name" of some other place. We
shall wish to name this celltoo in our program, and, like all variable names in RTL/2, we must
inform the compiler as to how it will be used by means of a declaration.'fhe type this time is a
reference to a real cell which is reflected in the declaration:

REF REAL WHICH
REF is another keyword and in this case we are only declaring one name. What have we done?
We have announced that the name WHICH will be used to identify a place which can contain the
name of a real variable, that is which can contain a name which in its turn identifies a place which
can contain a real number. Thus the contents of a ref-real variable is a pointer to another cell. In
practice the contents will probably be the address of the cell of that name; reference variables
can thus be used for indirect addressing.

ff atsomestageof ourprogramthevaluesincellsTEMP,PRESS,ERROR are1O.7,1.62,0.1E-5
to be pointing to PRESS, we can picture the machine cells in the following

and WHICH happens

way:
K)
I

l--

N

ul

ct

LU

E

/^;/""e/."1.,-)

Note that a declaration, as well as informing the compiler of the usage intended for a name also
reminds us of the range of values which a variable can contain. Real variables, once declared can
contain real numbers, the form of which we have already examined; we do not need to declare
real constants since no cells are involved and both we and the compiler can recognise them as
such by the presence of a decimal point or the exponent symbol E (or of course both). ln other
words the constant is unambiguously real. For variables this is not true: the language supplies the
structure, but the programmer provides the vocabulary, and the compiler must be informed how
names are to be usec.
The concentration on real numbers and floating point arithmetic in the early part of this Manual
does not mean that they are regarded as most important; they are merely the simplest to deal
with and enable the basic concepts of RTLIZ to be introduced without involving other
unnecessary considerations at this stage.
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Section 2 examples
1

Which of the following real constants arê illegal and why?

a) 72.6
d) 0001.34
g) 32,767
j) .3
m) 16E-9
p) 0.9E+1.0
s) .125 E0

b)
e)
rr)
t)
n)

q)

t)

0.3
38.7
0.00015
27EO10
16 Eg
0.06E

10

c)
tl
i)
tl
o)

r)

673.0E+1
27.
100.001

2.38-2
1.2*E-3
11.7480

2782

2

Rewrite the legal real constants in example 1 in the form of 'a fraction in the range
[0.1, 1.0) (i.e. a fraction f 0.1<f<1.0) and an exponent

3

Which of the following identifier names are illegal and why?

a) FREQUENCY
d) FRED'S
g) #27
J) FEET/SEC
m) 7782
p) REALDATA
s) ACCURACY
4

12

b)
e)
h)
K}
n)
q)
t)

c)
A
6H20
fl
i)
MESSAGE
MUCHTOOLONG I)
FISH&CHIPS o)
r)
A29461

RATE-OF-FLOW
A7E2
REF

NAME
N204

TAX

VALVE SETTING

Write suitable declarations for variables to be used in the evaluation of tax liability

3. Presentation
Ultimately a piece of program text must move from the planning and manuscript stage to a form
which is suitable for input to a machine, and in particular for presentation to an RTL/2 compiler.
This process can be performed on any data preparation equipment which produces a suitable
input medium (e.9. punched cards, punched tape) for the particular machine on which the
compiler is run. This input will be a sequence of RTLI2 characters, each one drawn from the
"language subset" of ISO 7 a character code proposed by the lnternational Standards
Organisation. On some machines, text may be presented in some other code (e.g. EBCDIC) and
there will be a translation into ISO 7 before entering the compiler; at this stage only the
characters concern us; their internal representation will become critical in later sections. We
have afready encountered some of the valid characters: the letters A-Z,the digits 0-9, the
comma (,), and the signs +, -. Others will be seen in later sections and full details of the set are
given in Appendix 1. lt is perhaps worth pointing out that care is needed in distinguishing
between the letters l, O and the digits 1, 0.
We mentioned in Section 2 that characters are grouped together to form items. So far we have
seen two RTLI2 items, the real constant and the name. The former was characterised by the fact

that it contained a decimal point or an exponent symbol E (or both), the latter by the fact that
it started with a letter. Within the character sequence of the text, an item is terminated as soon
as a character is reached which cannot be interpreted as part of the item; for example if a name
item is started by the letterW, say, this item will be terminated as soon as a non-alphanumeric
character is found. Often this will be a space character, an ISO 7 character not mentioned
specifically before. The space in RTL/2 isalayout character. There are two other layout
characters, the tab character (for horizontal tabulation: no settings are defined in the language)
and the newline character (corresponding to an explicit line-feed, possibly with a carriage return,
on paper tape and implicitly present as the end of a card). In general, any item will be terminated
by a layout character. Apart from that, layout characters may be inserted f reely into the program
text. RTL/2 is a free format language within this item structure, and the judicious use of layout
characters aids considerably the clarity and legibility of a piece of program. ln particular the
indentation of lines is a simple but effective way of indicating the structure of a program.
RTLI2 programsare meantto be to a large extent self documenting. A program may be
annotated by the insertion of a commenf. A comment is an item and can appear wherever an
item can appear - this is virtually everywhere but note that you cannot have a comment in the
middle of a name nor in the middle of a real constant! lt consists of a per-cent symbol (7o)
followed by almost any sequence of characters forming the explanatory material and terminated
by a further per-cent symbol. Since the per-cent symbol terminates the comment, it is obvious
that the sequence cannot contain a per-cent symboll The only other restriction is that the
sequence may not contain a newline character. The reason for this is that if inadvertently the
closing per-cent sign were omitted, the compiler would otherwise treat all the program text as a
comment until it reached another per-cent sign, and this might lead to the (possibly disastrous)
creation of a program with a large chunk missing. An example of a comment is:
% EXAMPLE OF COMMENT %

Such comments are completely ignored by the compiler, do not affect the meaning of the
program, but are intended to help the reader of the program. As with mnemonic names, free
use of the facility (with no penalty) is encouraged to make programs more comprehensible to
others and to yourself some months after originally writing them. Much (possibly excessive!)
use will be made of them in this Manual.
As an example, we will see how we might annotate a solution to examples 2 number 4:

ÊÉAL II'ICOI\48,

T,TETTAXPAY,
ALLOhlANCES,
TAXC00E

r

T TOTAL EARNFD TNCOME IN POUNDS Z
i( TAxABLE PAY AFÏER pENSI0N DEDUCTI0NS Z
X ALL FERSCINAL ALLOhANCES BUT i'iOT EARNED 7
Y" 1uÇQt-tÉ RELIEF f
7; C0nE NUllSER I l'l TAX TABLES X

,A TAX PAYABLE
X NOTF THE FREE t.JSÊ CIF LAYOUT CTIARACTERS, AND THE COM}'ITNÏS
?- (LIKE THIS 0NE) SPREA0 ACfr0SS Ttt0 LIhjEs Z
TAX

.'{-

i(
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4. Assignment
We have seen how to declare the name of a place to contain a real number, and how to write
real constants in RTL/2. During our program we will obviously wish to change the contents of
various locations (cells) or, at least, to put some numbers in them! How do we do this? At
execution time, a program tells the machine what operations to perform, that is, it specifies a
series of actions to be taken. ln an RTLIz program, the actions to be performed are defined
by statemenfs. Note that the program which we write is not composed solely of actions; we
have already seen the declaration, which supplies information to the computer and the human
reader, and the comment, providing ennotation.

Various declarations and statements are usually separated from one another by semi-colons. We
regard the examples as being parts of some larger program and so append ';' to the last
statement. This point will be discussed fully in a later section.

The statement in RTL/2 which changes the contents of locations is called The assignment
statement. Suppose we have a variable named RATIO (declared as a real) and we wish to
place the real number 0.7 in the place named RATIO. Then our declaration and statement
appear as:

REAL RATIO;
RATIO := O.7;
The assignment statement consists of three parts, the left hand side (the name RATIO), the
symbols;=, âod the right hand side (the real constant 0.7). Let us examine these constituents
in turn.

The left hand side specifies the destination; that is it states the name of the place whose
contents are to be changed. Clearly, the only sensible thing that can be allowed here rb the
name of a place. This change of contents is a replacement of the old contents by the new,
and in the process, the old object is destroyed. The destination supplies us with another piece
of information. As the name of a place, it must have been declared, and that declaration tells
us the nature of the contents of that place: such an object must be delivered by the right hand
side.

The sequence:= ('colon equals'or'becomes') is an item formed by the concatenation of the
two characters':'and'='; as an item, of course, it cannot have any layout characters in it. lt
behaves as a single entity, separates the left and right hand sides of the statement, and specifies
the action of assignment. As such, it may be thought of as a replacement operator. Note that
'='alone is not used, since equality is not involved; the combination':='is used to emphasize
the asymmetry of the action and to stress that an operation and not a relation is involved.
The right hand side supplies the object which is to be the new contents of the destination. ln
our example, the destination requires a real number, and the real constant 0.7 is clearly a
valid object to be placed in RATIO. As we shall see later, the right hand side will often be a
much more complex expression, but the principle will remain: the right hand side must
deliver an object which can be stored in the destination specified by the left hand side.
So much for getting numbers into locations. At some stage we shall wish to use the contents
of our various named locations (i.e. use our variables). Suppose we have another real variable
in which we wish to remember the contents of RATIO prior to assigning a new value to the
placê RATIO (which action would of course destoy the old value). What do we mean by:

REAL RATIO, OLDRATIO;
RATIO:=0.7;
OLDRATIO:=RATIO;
The first two lines are identical to the last example except that we have now declared a
second real variable OLDRATIO. What does the second assignment mean? The left hand side
is the name of a place which is therefore a valid destination. Further it is the name of a place
which contains a real number, so the right hand side must deliver a real number. On the right
hand side, however, we have the name of a place again, namely RATIO. The only sensible
interpretation which can result in a real object is that the contents of RATIO is required, and
this is indeed the meaning. The act of extracting the contents of a named location is called
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dereferencing. Dereferencing on the right hand side of an assignment statement is automatic,
and we do not need to insert any explicit notation in our program to perform this. Note
that there is no change to the contents of the place named RATIO; we are merely'reading'its
contents. To be meaningful some sensible number must previously have been assigned to the
place, as in our example.

It is very tedious to talk about "the contents of the place named" but this distinction between
the name of a place and the object in that cell is vital. We shall talk about "the value of a
variable" meaning "the object currently in the place named" and this naturally refers to the
object most recently assigned to that location.
In Section 2 we introduced the idea of a ref-real variable, the contents of which is the name
of a real variable, providing at any time, a pointer to a real variable. How will such variables
fit into assignment statements?
REAL RATIO, OLDRATIO;
REF REAL WHICH;
RATIO :=O.7;
OLDRATIO := RATIO;
WHICH := OLDRATIO;
The left hand side of the third assignment statement is the name of a place and is therefore a
valid destination. lt is a place that can contain the name of a real variable, and so the right
hand side must deliver such an object. The right hand side, OLDRATIO, is the name of a real
variable. The action then is to place the name OLDRATIO in the cell named WHICH. What
happens if we now add the statement:
RATIO := WHICH;
?
We go through a similar process of reasoning: the left hand side is the name of a place which
can contain a real number. The right hand side is the name of a place which contains the name
of a real variable. This is not a suitable object, so we invoke dereferencing which yields the
contents of WHICH which is the name of a real variable (in this case OLDRATIO). This is still
not a suitable object, so we invoke dereferencing again, that is we take the contents of the
contents of WHICH: the contents of WHICH is a real variable and the contents of that must
be a real number (in this case the contents of OLDRATIO which happens to be 0.7). This real
number is a suitable object and is assigned to the place RATIO. The dereferencing is performed
automatically, and again there is no effect on the contents of WHICH nor on the contents of
its contents (!) (that is the value of OLDRATIO in this case is not affected, it is merely "read"l.

This provides a facility of indirect access to the values of variables.
The reverse process must also be considered. Can we (and, if so, how) assign indirectly?
Consider the statement
WHICH := Q.4;
The left hand side indicates that the name of a real variable is required; the right hand side is
a real number which can in no way deliver the name of a real variable. The right hand side is
incompatible and the statement is therefore illegal. lf our intention was to place the number
0.4 in the location whose name was contained in WHICH (i.e. to assign indirectly, in this case
to OLDRATIO), then we must arrange for the name of a real to be the left hand side. To do
this, we use the keyword VAL which forces dereferencing on the left hand side.

VAL WHICH := 0.4;
This says that the destination is the contents of WHICH. Since WHICH is a ref-real variable its
contents is the name of a real variable which is the destination; being a real variable, a real
number is required, and the right hand side delivers such an object. VAL can only be used on
the left hand side of an assignment statement, and this is the only situation in which
dereferencing needs to be forced and hence mentioned explicitly in our program.
We have now seen real numbers, real variablés, ref-real variables and (on the left hand side
only) ref-real variables preceded by VAL, in assignment statements. Let us enumerate the 12
possibilities, indicate which are legal, and the interpretations to be put upon them.
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REAL X,Y,
RËF' REAL P,Q,

X:=Y:=()'Û'

P:=Oi3X;

Ï

ËNSURE SENSIBLE COT{TÉNTS:.:

:. IN THESE STATEMFNTS THE LEFT
1,61=2.1t
7. ILLËGAL Z
:{ ILLF6AL :{
1,6:=Xr
:[ ILLFGAL Z
1.él=tlr

HAND SIDES ARE NOT NAMES OF PLACES

,;

A

REAL OBJEClS ÂRE SIIPPLIFÛ TO
Y z=2.1+t

Y :8Xi
Y :=P;

REAL VARIAELE

7. X DEREFEREI.ICED ,i
.1 P OEREIËRENCED T|^tICE

IN I

"1

T

7.

È 0 IS A REF-FEAL VARIABLE AND RF0UlF.ËS THE NÂ14E 0F A RÊAL VARIABLE Z
0 i=?,4t
A ILLÉ6AL Z
c :=Xt
l.j !=Pi
/. P DEREFERENCED ii

,{ Tl,iF FLlLLOtllN6

ARE SIHILAfr f0 TflE ASSI6NMENTS Ti) Y €xCEpl THAT
7. THE DESTIi'IATION IS OBT/IINEû BY DEREFERENCIN6 O "/,
VAL Qz=2.1i
i; X DEFEFËRENCÊn Y,
VAL iJ;=X,
VA L G: =P,
}i. P DIREFERENCEÈ TI,I I CE T

It is extremely important to distinguish
O:=X;

VAL O:=X;
which specify quite different actions.
In the above, we have placed each statement on a separate line. This is not essential bearing in
mind the free-format nature oI RTL/2. As noted in Section 3 the presentation should be
designed to be as clear as possible for the reader.

lf we wish to assign the same object to more than one location, we can do this in one
statement, a multiple assignment. Since we are assigning one object, all.the destinations must
be places which require that kind of object. We merely add the name and a "i=" item for each
variable to the left hand side thus:
O/o
X := Y i= Z i= 1.3;
X,Y,Z REAL VARIABLES %
Note that RATIO := WHICH := 0.1; is illegal since RATIO demands a real whilst WHICH
demands the name of a real variable; dereferencing of WHICH is not automatic, since it is here
part of a left hand side. Indirect assignment would require:
RATIO := VAL WHICH := 0.1;
The action of this statement is to set up the real object 0.1, find the contents of WHICH and
overwrite the contents of that real variable with the object 0.1, and replace the value of RATIO
with 0.1. Note the order of performing the actions from right to left; this will be mentioned

again later.
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7,

Let us trace the actions of a set of assignment statements:

REAL A'BrC,
REF REAL PrQrRl

A:=1,08-6; B;=fif,,81
P:=8, Q;=C, Ri=Ê.i
,1.

C:=3871

ALL VARIABLES NO\^I CON'TAIN SENSIBLÊ VALUES
VAL Q1=A;=[; 7" 1 "/,y"

2

vÀL P:-1'6t

7"

=0,7 1
R:=82
VÂL R:=Cs
Al:Bi

iA t+ %

I3

B:=Rr
C:

Z

7"

5 I
I 6 X
't 7 7'

T"

table showing the values of the
we number the statements as shown we can draw up a
variables after each assignment:

lf

VARIABLE

A

B

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

B

c

B

initial

1.0E-6

62.8

3Ê.7

B

1

387

62.8

387

B

2

387

1.6

3F-7

B

3

3E7

387

3Ê.7

B

4

387

387

o.7

B

5

387

3F-7

o.7

B

6

3E7

o.7

o.7

7

o.7

o.7

0.7

A
A
A
A
B
B

the nature of the
You are invited to check this: any step can be verified by considering
destination.
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Section 4 examples
1

Draw up.a table to show the result of performing the following assignment statements:

RËAL l'lrXrYtZt
REF REAL ArBrCr0l

hl:=Xl=0'01

Yls?;=:1 ,01
A3=3;:Y1
DlsZl
VAL B:=Xt
ZtæCt

VAL D:=5'?l
C:=ur
Bg=Dt

Yl=Cl

Xi=2,
f{

l =0,3 t

VrlL B:=CI
One assignment statement is meaningless; which one and why?
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5. Monadic operators
The assignment statement enables us to move values around the machine, but hardly gives us any
scope to manipulate those values. As mentioned in the last section, the right hand side will
normalfy consist of a more complex expression. An expression is simply a rule or formula for
computing an object; as before, the destination determines the nature of this object; and hence
dereferencing may be needed during the evaluation of an expression.
We introduced the statement to express a required action to be carried out in our RTL/2 program.
The actions required in the evaluation of an expression are specified by operators. ln this section
we are concerned with monadic operators; such operators act on one object to produce another
object. ln the RTLI? text, a monadic operator precedes the object it is acting on. We need to
know four pieces of information about such operators:

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

the symbol used for the operator
the nature of the object on which it is acting - the type or mode of the operand
the nature of the object produced - the mode of the result
what action will actually be performed.

Let us consider three simple monadic operators in RTL/2:

OPERATOR

OPERAND

T

Real
Real
Real

Real
Real

ABS

RESULT

Real

INTERPRETATION

No change

: identity

Negate the operand
Negate the operand if
it is negative,
otherwise no change

ABS is a reserved word, and must be terminated by a non-alphanumeric (see Section3l; thus we write ABS X and
not ABSX which would be interpreted as a name

Thus these three operators all act on real objects to produce new real objects, and perform the
simple algebraic functions of identity, negation and absolute value.
Example:

REAL X,Y;
REF REAL WHICH;
WHICH := Y;

Y:= +0.3;
X i=

-26.282;
X;

VAL WHICH := ABS

% 1%

%2%
%3%
% 4%

will be interpreted as follows:
of the name Y to the location WHICH

The four assignment statements

1
2
3
4

the familiar assignment
the value 0.3 is assigned to the location Y, the plus sign merely emphasizes the positivity.
the negative value -26.2E2 is assigned to the location X.
the left hand side is the name of a real, so a real object is required; ABS acts on a real, so
the contents of X are accessed (i.e. X is dereferenced), the absolute value taken, and this
real value stored. With the current values, this will result in 26.282 being assigned to Y.
ïhere is no effect on the contents of X.

Note that the signs preceding the constants are regarded as operators and not part of the constant
(mentioned in Section 2).

There is no reason why the left hand and right hand sides of an assignment statement should not
contain the same name. Thus:

REAL X;
X := 3.2
X := -X;
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has the effect of storing 3.2in X and then negating the contents of X. Note carefully the
distinction between the left hand side where X is the name of a destination and the right hand
side where the contents of X are accessed since a real object is required. The reason for the use
ot':='is now seen more strongly; X=-X would be algebraically misleading! We can prefix more
than one operator if we wish, but we must then be sure in what order the actions will be
performed. What do we mean if we write

REAL X, Y;
Y := 1.65;
X := _ABS Y;

?

The first assignment statement should be clear by now. The second has X as destination which
therefore demands a real object. The minus sign also requires a real object; ABS cannot be
interpreted as a real quantity but ABS Y can. So we take the name Y, dereference it to yield a
real value, perform the operation ABS which yields a new real value, which becomes the operand
for -. Thus -1.65 will be stored in X. Another way of expressing this rule is to say that monadic
operators are applied from right to left, i.e. the "innermost" operations are performed f irst.

An expression consisting of some monadic operators (or none!) and an object is called a term in
R-f Llz. We shallsee how to combine terms together in later sections, and also meet new monadic
operators as we progress through this Manual.

Section 5 examples
1

Write down the values of the variables X and Y after each of the following assignment
statements.

REAL XIY,

x:=26,31
Y i=*Q )?7,

X:ÊAES-XI
y:=+ABS-yr

l;=+rl1
y;rt'+Xt
y ;;-ABS-2.3,
Ni=+0.011

X:

2

=-ABS+Y t

Rewrite Example 1 with new declarations and first assignment

REAL XtPl
REF RÊAL Y,
Y;SPT
Simplify the monadic operators to remove redundant operations, and remove redundant
assignment statements, but do not use the name P nor replace names by current constant
valuesl
2A

6. Dyadic operators
In order to construct more complex expressions, we need to combine terms together. Operators
will again be required to define precisely what action is to be performed. Such operators defining
how two terms are to be combined are called dyadic operators. As with monadic operators, there
are items of information we need to know, namely the symbol used for the operator, the modes
of the two operands, the mode of the result, the interpretation, and a further item which will be
explained below.

ln this section we introduce four dyadic operators which provide simple addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division of real numbers. We will present these and subsequent operators in
tabular form:
OPE RATO

trr

aeT

R OPERAND
^:]:':,

SECOND
OPERAND

R

ESU

LT

INTE RPRETATION

Real

Real

Real

Form the sum of the operands

Real

Real

Real

Subtract the second operand from the
first

Real

Real

Real

Form the product of the operands

Real

Real

Real

Divide the first operand by the second

The operators are written in the RTLI2 text between the operands just as in mathematics, with
the left operand naturally being regarded as the first. Thus we write
REAL A;

A:= A*2.54;
to

1

of A from
to be made.

scale the contents

observations

inches into centimetres. There are a number

of important

The result of any of the above operations may lie outside the range of real numbers which
can be held on the particular machine on which the program is running. This condition is
termed overflow. For example, if the range of real numbers is 10-20 to 1d2o and we
attempt any of the following operations (between valid real numbers), overflow will occur:
9.9E 19 + 9.7E 19
1.2E9 * 1.3E11

1.001E17 lA.O01

The action taken on encountering overflow is machine dependent; strictly speaking the
behaviourof the program will be undefined when such a condition arises, but the intention
is that any implementation will supply some means (not necessarily automatic) of detecting
overf low.

2

The multiplication sign must always be supplied explicitly; the mere juxtaposition of two
variables as in mathematical notation does not imply multiplication. Nor may the point '.'
be used as a 'times' operator.

3

Division is an operation performed as accurately as possible (i.e. the same degree of precision
asthat mentioned in Section 2l and there is no question of a remainder.

The result of applying one of the above dyadic operators is a further real object which may itself
be used as an operand. A new problem arises when we have more than one dyadic operator in an
expression. Let A, B, C be declared as real variables. Then if we write A+B+C we clearly mean to
add together the three real numbers in the locations A, B, C. However, if we write A+B*C what
do we mean? We could mean add together the contents of A and B and then multiply by the
contents of C or, alternatively, we might require the contents of A to be added to the product of
the contents of B and C. In algebra, this problem is quite familiar and is resolved by requiring
multiplications to be performed first; if a product is to be distributed over a sum, brackets are
inserted to indicate this. Thus a+bc is our latter interpretation; whilst for the former we would
write (a+b)c. The same approach is followed in RTLlZ.lf we write

REAL A,B,C,D;

A := 2.3
B := 1.6;
C := 0.1;
D := A+B*C;
D := (A+B)*C;
the result of the fourth assignment is to place 2.46 into the location D whilst the fifth results in
0.39 becoming the value of D. A number of simple rules govern the way in which an expression
will be evaluated in RTL/2.

Firstly, any expressions in round brackets are evaluated first. lt is permissible to have bracketed
within brackets thus (A+(B+C)+D)*C (known asnested brackets) but note that there
is only one sort of bracket. ln such cases the rule is to evaluate innermost brackets first.

expressions

Secondly, every dyadic operator has a number associated with it (this is the extra piece of
information referred to earlier) known asitsprecedence. This is a measure of its priority of
performance in an expression and reduces the number of brackets needed to ensure that an
expression is evaluated in the way intended. The rule we shall give is applicable to all dyadic
operators in RTtl2 and not just to the four introduced between real quantities in this section.
Suppose we have three terms o, A,'f , two operators c and o and we write the expression ctrBo7.
lf the precedence of n is greater or equal to the precedence of o 169r the expression will be
evaluated s5 (ccrp)o7 (i.e. will proceed simply from leftto right); otherwise it will [s cn(po7).
Note that in particular, when n and o are the same, they will have the same precedence and so the
expression 0.6-0.1-0.5 will result in 0.0.
These rules do not state that coÉ

in Sections

I and 14.

will

be evaluated

from left to right; this point will be discussed

The fact that bracketed expressions are evaluated first means that their presence overrides the
precedence considerations which would otherwise be invoked. Brackets can be safely used, when
the precedence of two operators has been forgotten, to ensure the correct interpretation, and it is
sometimes useful to insert redundant brackets to aid legibility and to reinforce the precedence in
the reader's mind. The general moral is not to hesitate to insert brackets at all points where one is
unsure of the priorities or where they increase legibility. Any pair of redundant brackets will not
affect the meaning of the expression. The function of brackets (no matter how complex the
enclosed expression may be) is to shield the contents from the rest of the expression; from
outside, the bracketed expression can be regarded as a simple term.
We now re-present our

four dyadic operators, showing their precedences:'

-'."-

OPERATOR PRECEDENCE --F-IT9T.OPERAND

SECOND

OPERAND

RESULT

INTERPRETATION

Form the sum of the

Real

Real

Real

Real

Real

Real

Subtract the second
operand from the first

Real

Real

Real

Form the product of
the operands

Real

Real

Real

Divide the first operand
by the second

operands

From this we can see that addition and subtraction have equal precedence as have
multiplication and division and that multiplication and division have the higher precedence
as in algebra. This last fact is sometimes expressed in the form that multiplication and
division are "more tightly binding".
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Example:

VALUE OF EXPRESSION SHOWN IN COMMENT
REAL A,B,C;
A := 27 .O/g.U
%3.O%
o/o21.220/o
B := 13.2*1.1+6.7;
o/o0.60/o
c := 1.o-1.o/2.5:
B := B*B-A*C;
%448.4884To
%74.748067%
C := B/(2.0*A);
%

%

Of course, in the last two assignments, implicit dereferencing has occurred. Note that there is no
'power'operator so B2 must be written out as a multiplication; precedence demands that the
products B*B and A*C be performed before the subtraction. In the last assignment, the brackets
*
are essential for the evaluation of Bl2A:Bl2*A would mean (B/2)*A since / and have equal
precedence.

Dyadic operators may also be combined with monadic operators in expressions. The rule for
precedence here is embodied in the fact that the operands of a dyadic operator are terms and
any monadic operators are part of a term. Thus all monadic operators have a higher precedence
than the dyadic operators. This precedence again can be overridden by the use of brackets.
Thus

-(A-B)

whereas

is equivalent to -A+B
is equivalent to -A+-B

-A-B

Note that A-B is the same as A+-B; it is an algebraic fact that
monadic or dyadic operators (they are the only such ones).

+,- can be used either as

to labour further the algebraic interpretation of such operators;the important
lessons from this section are the concepts of bracketing and precedence which will apply to less
familiar operators which we will encounter.
It

is unnecessary

Example:

Write a sequence of assignment statements to store in A,B,C the values of
8.3+1 .7y-0.9y2+3.0y3+1 .0/x

for the values of x stored in P,Q,R aTY = 12.4

REAL A, B, C r Pr Q, R r Y rAUXt

Y:=1?.41

AUX: =8,3 + Y* (1.7 + Y* (-0.9 + 3.0*Y ) )
' çALCULATE PART OF
NOTE THE USE OF AN AUXILIARY VARIAELE TO
Y" THÊ EXPRESSIûN ONLY ONCE, ANO THE USE OF FACTOÊTSATION AND
Z BRACKETS TO REDUCË THE NUMtsËR OF MULTiPLICAITONS

N

A:=AUX
B!=AtJX
C:=AUX

Y"
'J(

7,

+ 1.0/FI
+ 1r8/At
+ 1.0/Rl
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Section 6 examples
1

Declaring suitably chosen identifier namês, write simple assignment statements to:

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
2

calculate the percentage error between two readings of an instrument
convert temperatures expressed in the Fahrenheit scale to centigrade
calculate simple interest
evaluate ( 1+x)s

Construct a table showing the values of the variables between each of the following
assignment statements:

REAL X r Y, X 1tX2, Y1 r Y2,
X2z=2.0t
X1:=1

Yl.tEAN

'

SQUARESI

'0r + 4rAt
Y1:çX1*3,0
Y?:EX2*5.0 + 4.0i
Xi=1 .6r
Y;=Y1 + (Y?-Y1) / (X}-X1) * (X-X1)r
YMEAN;=(Y + Y1 + Y7l / 3.0r
Y:=ABS(YMEAN-Y)t

- Y1),
r \2'tt
+
=y*y y1 *y1 +

Y1i=ABS(YMEAN
Y?z=ABS(YMEAN
S0UARES:
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y?

*yZt

7. Function calls
In Section 6 we saw the same calculation repeated for a number of different variables, and in
example 2 we had
cc

:= ABS(YMEAN-cc)

for c = Y,Yl and Y2. lt often happens in a program that a relatively simple (or complex!) piece
of calculation recurs. ln elementary mathematics, when we wish to use a trigonometrical ratio,
we do not have to draw a triangle each time and measure this ratio, we use a set of tables where
this information has been recorded. For similar values in our program, to store sets of tables in
our computer would take up valuable space. There are ways of calculating such values, but we do
not wish to have to write out some complex algorithm every time we want to use it. In RTL/2 we
define a function name to represent the sequence of operations which must be performed to give
us the desired value. At each point at which we require to perform the c'alculation, we simply
write this function name as a shorthand. This use of functions not only saves programming time,
but also conserves computer storage space and results in considerable advantages in the
organisation of a program, at a slight cost in execution time.
Some languages provide certain functions (such as trigonometric functions, square root) as part of
the definition of the language. RTLI2 has no such built-in functions, but a particular RTL/2
system may offer standard facilities, or a more general mathematical package. We shall restrict
our attention for the moment to functions which, given a real number, supply a real result - the
trigonometric functions, square root, logarithm all fall into this class. We are considering thecall
of the function here, that is, its use and not its definition - we are concerned with putting money
into a slot machine and getting some goods in return, and not with the mechanical workings of
the machine.

ln giving us one real value from another, such a function behaves exactly as a monadic operator;
function call is just a complicated primary constituent of an expression which, with any monadic
operators which may be applied to it, behaves as a term (and can thus be the operand of a dyadic
operator). The real object we give to the f unction is a parameter or argument; the real object
used in our expression is the result. To insert a function call at the appropriate point we write
the function name and the real object which we wish to be the parameter within brackets. Thus
if a function SORT is defined which finds the positive square root of the given parameter, then
a

X := SORT(8l.0);

will result in 9.0 being stored in the location X. The brackets here enclose the parameter and are
obligatory; they have no connection with the grouping of terms or precedence.
We have said that the parameter should be a real object; this does not mean that it has to be a
real constant. Any expression can be written as the parameter as long as it delivers a real obiect;
the parameter behaves as if it were the right-hand side of an assignment statement whose
destination is a real variable. Thus:

REAL X,Y;
REF REAL REFX;
Y := SORT(X);
Y := SORT(REFX);

first assignment, X will be dereferenced once to yield a real, in the second,
REFX will be dereferenced twice. ln particular the expression may itself contain a function call:

are possible; in the

X := SORT(SORT(8I.0) );
The parameterof SORT isa real namelySORT(81.0); i.e.the result (9.0) returned from the inner
SORT is used as the parameter and hence 3.0 will be stored in location X.
Assuming that the trigonometric functions SlN, COS for sine and cosine of a parameter expressed
in radians, and LOG for the natural logarithm of a positive real have been defined in addition to
SORT, we now show some examples of function calls used in general expressions:
SIN2X := 2.0*Sl N(X) *COS(X) ;
OUADROOT := (-B+SORT (B*B-4.0*A*C) )/(2.0*A);
D := LOG(ABS( (1+SlN(X) )/COS(X) ) );

We have been discussing the call of a function; clearly a definition must exist somewhere, and, for
each call, the computer must obey a set of instructions to find the result. lt would defeat the
obiect of saving space if the code for this were inserted at each calling pointl Hence, the coding
for the evaluation of the function is elsewhere and there is a change of sequence at the point oi

call. This is our first example of the execution of a program not being strictly sequential as
defined by the text..A function call is quite complex;at the point ofiall, there ii a (temporary)
change of sequence (albeit an implicit one beyond the control of the writer). The point of call'
must be remembered, the function evaluated elsewhere, and the result returned tothe calling
point so that the complete expression can be calculated. The form of the definition will be dealt
with in the next section and the question 'where is the code?' answered at a later stage.
Up to now we have restricted our thoughts to functions which have a real parameter and a real
result and our examples have all been taken from elementary mathematics. These will normally
be supplied by someone else and the functions we will write will be specifically for the particuiar
problem we are trying to solve. Sometimes we will wish to work with more than one parameter.
For example, a program may wish to calculate compound interest at various points; we could
define a function with name COMPOUND which would require three parameters, namely the
principal, the rate of interest and the time and a typical call would appear as:
I

NTE

R

EST := COMPOU

N

D(

11

25O.O,RATE,25.OI

;

The three parameters are supplied as a list between the brackets, separated by commas; the order
of presentation of the parameters must correspond to that of the definition, otherwise there will
be some unexpected results!
Methods of obtaining more than one result, and the use of parameters requiring other than real
objects will be discussed larer.

Section 7 examples
1
2

Devise some useful functions, and illustrate their use in assignment statements.

The functions SERIES and PARA each have two real parameters and return as a real result
the effective resistance of two resistances joined respectively in series and in parallel, all the
quantities being expressed in ohms. Write assignment statements to evaluate the effective
resistance of the following network:
0.6
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R1

25.0

8. Procedure bricks and data bricks
to use a function call in an expression. At the time of writing a
system or in our individual programs we wish to write, in RTL/2, the coding that produces the
result from the parameters supplied in our function calls; that is, we wish to be able to define a
function and specify exactly how it works. Such a definition in RTL/2 is known asaprocedure
brick. A procedure is an object (like a real!) which happens to be a process rather than a
numerical constant. Moreover, it is an executable process, that is, it is a piece of program, a set of
instructions associated with a name which will be obeyed every time that name is used as a
function call.
We saw in the last section how

Let us write a function to evaluate v = 3x2

parts of the definition.

-7 for a given value of x, and then explain the various

X) REAL;
RETURN(X*X*3.0_7.0);

PROC Y(REAL
ENDPROC

i)
ii)
i

ii)

iv)

v)

vi)

vii)
viii)

ix)

PROC introduces the definition and is a natural abbreviation for procedure; it is a keyword
and the abbreviation is compulsory - PROCEDURE will be taken as an ordinary name!
This is followed (after suitable spacing to terminate the keyword PROC) by the name of the
function;this associates that name with the following coding. The name is formed in the
usual way.
An obligatory feft bracket opens a parameter specification list.
In this case we have one parameter. The'REAL X' looks very much like the form we have
used previously in declarations;this is indeed a declaration. This is our first example of
where a declaration can actually occur. lt says that X is to be a location which can contain
a real object. lt has two other properties: itis localto this procedure briek, that is it only
exists when this procedure's coding is being obeyed (this will be dealt with in Section 9) and
it is a parameter which will contain a definite value specified in each callof the fùnction.
Declaring parameters enables us to manipulate the particular arguments supplied at the
function call;a parameter can be thought of as an open space in the procedure which is
filled in by the procedure call. This will be investigated more fully later.
ïhe right bracket terminates the parameter list.
REAL then specifies that this function will deliver a real object as its result;this tells us that
whenever the function is called, it behaves similarly to a real variable being dereferenced to
yield a real value.
The semi-colon is obligatory, and terminates the procedure heading which def ines f ully the
nature and specification of the procedure brick.
There follows the body of the procedure; in this case it is a simple statement (which will be
analysed below), but in general it will be a sequence of statements which process the
parameters to evaluate the required result.
Finally, the brick isterminated by ENDPROC, another keyword which matches PROC and
informs us that the definition is complete. lf definitions of further procedures follow, then
a semi-colon is used as a separator between these bricks.

The body of the procedure is the guts of the structure, the actual code which does the work. In
this case it consists of a single statement. This introduces a new statement type, the return
statement. lt performs two distinct actions. Firstly it sets up the result which is to be delivered
by the function call and secondly it causes an explicit change of sequence by returning to the
point of the function call (strictly, the point immediately following the function call.) The
syntax is straightforward;a return statement consists of the keyword RETURN followed by an
expression enclosed in brackets. Note, once again, that these brackets are required by the syntax
and have no connection whatsoever with any brackets that may occur in the expression.
Naturally, if the specification says that a real object will be returned as the result, the expression
must yield such a result, and dereferencing will be applied as if the expression were to be assigned
to a real variable.'ln our example, the statement merely calculates the expression 3x2-7 from
the value supplied in the parameter X. As a further point, the specification of a result implies the
rule that there must be a RETURN somewhere in the body of the procedure to yield a result.
The concept of matching the object with the specification also applies to the parameters. The
parameter mechanism is that of assignment and each call must present as parameters a correctly
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ordered list of expressions which deliver objects suitable for assignment to the parameter
locations specified in the procedure heading.

Finally, not only must the expression in the return statement be of the correct type to match
the specification, this result must also be valid in the context of the function call.
We can picture the coding of a procedure brick and a function call, the checks made at compile

time and the actions taken at run time for our procedure Y as follows:
CALLING SEOUENCE

PROCEDURE CODING

REAL P;

tI
I

3)

check mode

required by

expressron oT

assignment with
result mode at

mode for X

compile time

compile time

\l/

PROC Y(REAL X)REAL;

(--1

I

t_

I

P :=

1)

4l

Yl27.6l;

check
expression

at execution time:
remember point of
call; obey coding

of correct
mode at

of y after assigning
27.6 to X

compile time

5)

deliver result and return
to point immediately

R

ETU RN

(X*X*3.0-7.0);

ENDPROC;

following call

Consider the following definition of a procedure:

PR0C F0URTHP0w"ER (RÊAL X) REAL,
U flEOUCE MULTTPLICATIONS
XisX*Xt
RETURN ( X*X

7,

),

ENDPROC,

This first squares the parameter and then squares the result to deliver a fourth power. Suppose
we have the calling sequence:

REAL

9, P4,

I

X

,

DOTS INDICATE FURTHËR STATËMENTS

Z

t

Pi=0.31
a

P4.à

FOURTHPOI.JER ( P) I

Or,n. call of the function,

a real object is required for X and so P is dereferenced and 0.3
X;
assigned to
the body of the procedure is then obeyed which immediately means that the value
of X is replaced by its square O.09. There is no effect on P. The assignment to X only involves a
dereferencing of X, a multiplication and the actual assignment;where the original 0.3 came from
is irrelevant and unknown to FOURTHPOWER.

Our next example shows how to write a function definition having more than one parameter, and
also introduces a non-real parameter.
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CIRçLE (REAL DIAM, RËF REAL I,IHERE) REAL'
VAL t/HERElr3.14159 * DIAMr

F'ROC

RETURN(0.e5
ÊN0pR0c,

U SETS UP C IRCUMFERENCÊ Z
* 5.11159 * DIAf,l * DIAM),

I

AND RETURNS THE AREA'/,

Our parameter list consists of two declarations; note that they are separated in the parameter list
by a comma and not by a semi-colon as in our earlier examples. A call of CIRCLE will require
two expressions as actual parameters, the first of which must deliver a real object suitable for
assignment to DIAM, the second the name of a real variable since this is the only valid objectto
assign to the ref-real variable WHERE. What happens on our call?

REAL AREA,CIRCUMI
AREAi=CIRC LE (5.? r C I RCUM) I
The parameter assignments and execution of the body will proceed as if :

/. PARAMETER ASSIGNMENT Z
X DITT0 I
CIRCUM:=3.14159 * 3,2t
Y, THIS I$ TI{E ACTION C)T lHE STATEMENT VAL t.lTIEREI= .'
X IdHERE IS DÊRÉFERENçFD TO GIVE THE LOCATTON CIRCUM
f t0LL01.lED BY AN ASSIGNMENT 0F A REAL 0BJECT I Z
Z THUS AN EFFEçT T5 MAOE OUTSIDE THË BOOY T
AREA:=0,25 * 3,14159 * 3.7, * 3.2t
Z THIS IS THE EFFECT OF DEREFERENCIN6 DIAI"l AND T
Z RETURNIN6 lHE RESULT OF THE FUNCTION CIRCLE

DIAIIi*3.E

'
tdHERE:=CIRCUMt

Z
T,

1(

The use of ref-real parameters thus enables us to manipulate the contents of variables outside the
procedure, and secondly gives Us a method of returning more than one result
- we have here set
up both the area and circumference by one function call.
Note that we could make the body of the procedure more efficient by writing
RETURN(0.25"WHERE*DIAM) to reduce the number of multiplications: the use of WHERE
in a real expression will cause it to be dereferenced twice, yielding firstly the name of a real
location (CIRCUM) and then the real value in that location (in this case the value of 3.14159*DIAM
which therefore gives us the correct formula).

To labour the point, a call such as CIRCLE (3.2,1.61 would clearly be illegal; we are attempting to
assign a real object (1.6) to a ref-real variable.
Care must be taken over the use
use CIRCLE

of ref-real variables to return multiple results; suppose we wish to
to evaluate the surface area of a cylinder whose diameter and height are known, and

we write:
REA

L

I RCUM' HE I6HT I
HEIGT1T1rr2.7,
SURFAC E I

t

SURFAÇ E I

C

Ê2. 0*C I RC LE ( 3,2,

C

I RCtjM ) +C I RCUM*fi

E

I 6HT t

We mentioned in Section 6 that the order of evaluation of the operands of a dyadic operator had
not been defined; no order is defined by the language; in this case, if the term CIRCUM*HEIGHT
were evaluated first, we would calculate the wrong answer, since CIRCUM would not yet have
been set by the call of CIRCLE and its contents would be indeterminate. The distinction between

the lexicographic order of presentation (i.e. the straightforward sequential order of the RTL/2
text) and the dynamic order used at execution time should not be forgotten, and the use of
side-effects (such as returning results through ref-real parameters) of function calls should be used
in an unambiguous manner. We can ensure thé correct answer in the above by splitting the
calculation of SURFACE into two separate calculations, using SURFACE itself to hold the
intermediate term:
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SUR FACE ;

!2. 0*C IRC LE (3,?,

SURFACE;sSURFACE

+

CIRCU['{) I

CIRCUM*HEI6HTI

Since statementsare performed sequentially, CIRCUM is guaranteed to have been set up in the
second assignment statement by the function call in the first.

How do we write the parameter list in the procedure heading when we have more than one
parameter of the same type? We can write a separate declaration for each, but normally we will
simply put a list of names (separated as usual by commas) after the type description. As an
example, here is the definition of a procedure which returns the average of three real numbers
supplied as parameters:

PROC AVËRAGE (REAL

A,B,C)

RÊlURN( (A+B+C)/3.0 )r

REAL,

ËNDPROC;

Note that we may also have ref-real results. The heading in such a case will be
PROC SOMETHING (REAL

A) REF REAL;

The result will be the name of a real (which can be dereferenced in an expression or assigned to a
ref-realvariable) and hence the expression in the return-statement must deliver such an object. lt
is not possible to give a sensible example at this stage.

in RTLIZ have to be declared, and we have
just seen where the declaration information is written in the case of parameters. The names of
parameters were described as being local to that particular procedure brick.

We mentioned in Section 2 that all variable names

lf local parameters only exist whilst the coding of their procedure is being obeyed, we must
clearly have some other kind (or kinds) of variable that can exist throughout the life of a
complete program and which contain the itemsof information in which we are interested. In a
more complex situation, such variables may need to exist for use by a number of "programs".
Such variables are global in nature, and the structure which contains their declaration is known as
adata brick; it consists merely of a named set of declarations and eventually corresponds with a
named area of the machine's store. This area exists throughout the life of the program, and the
variables therein arestatic - that is, they are always available to the program and for each
variable there is a unique location in store.
The syntax of a data brick is the keyword DATA, followed by the name,of the data brick and a
semi-colon which isobligatory. This name identifiesthe whole structure and may be chosen freely
in the usual way. The'body'of the brick consists solely of declarations as described in Section 2,
the names of a list being separated by commas and declarations by semi-colons. The brick is
terminated by the matching keyword ENDDATA and, as usual, is separated from any following
bricks by a semi-colon.
Example:

DATA ATTR I 8UTE5 I
REA

L

TEMP, PRES$URE I DENS ITY I

REF RËAL I'/HERË rt/fiI

CHREALT

ENDOATAI
Global variables declared in a data brick are available throughout the life of a program; this means
that they can occur in statements. We have seen that we can write statements in procedure bricks.
Where in general do our statements go?
We extend the concept of a procedure brick being the definition of a function to the more general
idea of a procedure brick being a process, that is, a series of statements which define a sequence
of actions to be performed, and require that all statements belong to some procedure brick. ln
particular, procedure bricks will be used to manipulate data brick variables. Calling a procedure

brick is a way of temporarily breaking the sequential f low of control through the program to
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execute some pre-determined actions and then resume. These actions may require information
from the main stream (i.e. parameters) and/or return information to it (i.e. results).
Calls of such procedure bricks are themselves statements and therefore belong to some
procedure brick; our "program" then will consist of one basic procedure which has a sequence

of

operations, including calls of subservient procedures. A moment's thought will result in the
problem that this balic procedure must itself be called if its instructions are to be obeyed which
implies a statement which implies . . . This difficulty of an "uncaused first cause" is in the area
of the interface between a program and the system.
The definition of a procedure brick is identical to that already described, except that now the
specification of parameters and the specification of the result may not be present' Thus the
following are all valid procedure bricks (the bodies have not been written out explicitly but
implied by (body)):

PR0C ACTI0N ()r
Z NO PARAMETERS 8UT BRACKETS
Y, NO RESULT'1.

<

SlILL

RÊOUTRED Z

BODY

ENDPRCC,

PRCIC ROCT2 O REA L,
7; NO PARAMETERS BUT A RÊSULT'I
:{ ALWAYS RETURNS ROOT OF CONlENlS OF GLOBAL

<

RÊALI $AY

T

BOOY

ENDPROC'

PROC SETPOINlS (REAL X)r
Z NO RESULT BUT A PARAMETER Y.
:1 SÊTS UP CERTAIN GLOBAL OATA PERHAPS

<

BODY

ENÊPROC,

PROC CIRCLE (REAL DIAM, REF REAL I^lT{ERE) REAL,
TL PARAMETERS AND RESULT AS BEFORE Z

<

BODY

ENDPROCI
How do we call these and what is the mechanism? Our earlier function calls and definitions were
merely special cases of the more general procedures we have just described. The parameter
mechanism is exactly the same, and the syntax of the call is identical, the name of the procedure
followed by a parameter list enclosed in brackets. ln the case of there being no parameters, the
brackets are still required. There are some differences of course;a procedure without any result
cannot be used in an expression. A call of a procedure which merely performs a sequence of
actions is a statement on its own called (of course!) a procedure statement.
Hence, to call the procedures ACTION and SETPOINTS above we would write (in some suitable
procedure) the statements:
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SETP0INTS(0.0)r
ACTIOfJ()r
Note that our procedure ROOT2 has no parameters but does return a real result so that it can be
used in an expression:

AREAiÊCIRCLE(ROOT?( ), CIRCUM) I
r ROOTE DELIVER$ A REAL A A VALID PARAMETER FOR CIRCLE
U NOTE THÊ NULL PARAI.IETER LIST FOF ROOT2 Ï

T,

Finally, since funrtionsare procedures, we can invoke them by a procedure statement; this will
result in the action.'defined by the procedure being performed, but in the absence of any
expression, the result is simply lost. This is not necessarily ludicrous; we may wish to call the
procedure because of its side-effects
- in particular it may amend global data variables or return
other results through parameters.
In the above,
statement:

if we merely wished to set up the circumference of our circle we would write the

cr RcLE(26.0.Ct RCUM);
the area would be lost, but CIRCUM would be set up correctly.

Within the body of a procedure, if it has no result, there is clearly no obligation to provide a
return-statement; indeed we cannot provide one in the form described so far, since there is no
valid expression to insert within the brackets. How then, during the execution of the coding of
the procedure, do we know when to return to the calling sequence? There are two ways:

i)
ii)

The sequence is completed by encountering the terminating ENDPROC
The use of a return-statement which does not return any result;the syntax of this statement
is simply the keyword RETURN. No brackeis are required, but as usual it must be separated
from any following statements by a semi-colon. Since at present we have no way of changing
the sequence of statements to be obeyed, this construction is unnecessary at this point; it
is included now for comoleteness.

Local variables in the form of parameters have been declared in procedure headings. We may also
wish to have other local variables, that is variables which are only used in a particular procedure
brick for instance to hold temporary or intermediate information. We can declare such variables
(using the normal syntax rules) between the procedure heading and the first statement of the
body. To illustrate this we show a procedure which swaps the values in two given real locations;
note the way ref-real variables are used to indicate which global variables are to be operated on
by the procedure.

DATA GLOBALREALS;
REAL ATBIC'Di
ENDOATA;

PROC SI/AP (REF REAL
REA

L

TEMPORARY

I

X'Y)'

TEMPORARY::XI

7. LCICAL

DEC

LARATION

7,

VAL X:=Yl
VAL YI=]ÊMPORARY;
ENDPROC,

PR0Ç

f'lAIN ()l

T'ONTAINS
$f.JAP(ArB)r

st^lAP(c,D),
a
a

ENDPRSC,
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MAIN SEOUENCE OF AClIONS

T
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The reader is encouraged at this point to work carefully through the actions performed at the
calls and to test his understanding of the dereferencing involved.

RTLI2 is a procedure-orientated language and the concept is fundamental to its structure. lt not
only provides a convenient and efficient method of programming (for instance, changes in logic
are concentrated in one definition and not repeated at each point of use) but also a mechanism
for effectively extending the language:

i)

As we have already seen, standard mathematical functions do not need to be defined
of the language but can be implemented simply as procedures.

ii)

Operations which are similar but whose details necessarily vary from machine to machine
can be implemented as procedures: the specifications can be standard (i.e. same number of
parameters, same result type and same name) with bodies differing irom implementation to
implementation. Programs containing calls are independent of the machine on which we
wish to run them: this is one way of defining input/output and real-time operations.
ïhe body of a procedure may be written in a different language, particularly machine code,
because RTLI2 does not providethe required facilities. However, calls can still be made in
the normal way and the procedure can be documented in RTLI2 style, thus preserving

iii)

as

part

legibility.

Section

I examples

All variables used should be declared in suitable bricks.

1

Write the procedures SERIES and PARA used in examples 7 no.2. (The effective resistance,
r, of two resistances rr, 12 is given by: r = rr + rz when in series
'l

2
3
4
5
6

-1 -1
l=i-],

when in

parallel

).

Write a procedure to return the value of (1 + X) to the fourth power for a given value of X.
Write a procedure to return the maximum of two given real numbers.
Write a procedure to permute the values of the global real variables p, g, r to the order q, r, p.
Repeat No. 4 for three global variables supplied as parameters.

Write suitable data and procedure bricks to evaluate:

y=px4+qx2+rfor
p, Ç, r = 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 at x =
-0.5, -1O.2,673.7
and p, q, r = 2.5,-3.5, 1.0 at x = 0.1, 7.2,'12.6

7

Write procedures to set up the roots of a quadratic equation

i)
ii)

with the coefficients passed as parameters;
with the coefficients in a global data brick.
(Assume that a PROC SORT(REAL X)REAL to return the root of

a positive real has been

defined).
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9. The run-time stack
The'local' aspect of local variables is not simçily a lexicographical one. Local variables only exist
during the execution of the body of the procedure as the result of a procedure call; thus they
are dynamic in nature - compare this with the static properties of data brick variables which
are always available. We now consider how this is achieved, where local variables are held in the

machine and how the parameter and procedure call mechanism works.

At execution time,

each program has a run-time stack, an area of core which provides space for
dynamic variables and certain other housekeeping items. The area of this stack actually in use
expands and contracts with each procedure call and return. As each procedure is called, an
incarnation of its local variables is made. At any one time there may be several 'levels of locals'
due to procedure A calling procedure B which in its turn calls procedure C and so on. However
we are only interested in the locals of the procedure which is currently being obeyed. For this
we have the concept ol a local variable pointer which effectively tells us where the current locals
are in the stack. On a procedure call, we must remember the current value of the local variable
pointer and also the point of the call in the current procedure (the return linkl;this information
is held in the stack in a link cell. The local variable pointer is then set to point at the new local
variables and the called procedure is obeyed (i.e. the required change in sequence is made). On
return, clearly we have to reset the local variable pointer, and return to the point remembered
in the link cell. In this way, local variables only exist during the execution of their procedure
brick and only one set of locals is accessible directly at any point in time.

In the example which follows, the layout of the stack is purely illustrative and the position of
the lvp conceptual. The exact layout and use will vary between implementations, but the
underlying principles will not.
Consider the following piece of program:

PROC CIRCLE (REAL

,4 AS BEFORE

DIAMI REF REAL l,,lHERÊ) RÊAL'
7"

a

ENDPROC,

PROC P? (REAL DIAM) REAL'
REAL CIRCUMIARËA;
ARËA: =C I

RC LE

(

D

I AM ç I

RÊlURN(AREA*0.5); '

R

CUM) I

z3'd
z4r

ENOPROC,

PR0C P1 ()r
REAL RADIUS,RE9ULTI
I

RADIUSS=0,7r

r1v"

i t suLT: =F2 (RADt U$* e. c ) ,

NZy.

I

ENDPROC,

At point 1 the stack layout will

be of the form:

P1

-t"

link
cell
E

âz
I'a

;>

E.s

""t

Here we have assumed that

P

1 was called f rom some procedure

called MAI N.

Statement 2 will now invoke procedure P2;this involves the following (any housekeeping
checks/actions are excluded) :
i)

ii)

iii)
iv)
v)

vi)

Creating a new link cell for P2
Setting up the parameters in their correct locations
Remembering the current value of the local variable pointer (lvp1 1n the new link cell
that this also enables us to remember the position in the stack of the current link cell.
Remember the position in P1 in the link cell.
Set lvp to point at the new local variables (those of P2).
Execute the body of P2

As vi) is commenced the stack layou t
P1

link
cel

I

will

be:

P2.

:i,i

.)s

^Sqt
eÈ

- note

.c

s

"""

e"

-E ,."

8.2
PA
Ê>
=

Statement 3 is now obeyed which involves a call of CIRCLE, and the same process causes the
stack layout to become:

ilcell

,)"
J
q
q
eY

P2\
lin.f

3l

cel

ô1

o

=

o.7

:oË

etrr

Y

link

a.-ê s"""

cel

-

c

'Â

1=

CI RCLE

tJ=

st
1J=
aO
t-q

gt
CN

1.4

=o_
O-

f
=

C)

É

I

lvp

The body of CIRCLE will now be executed, during which CIRCUM in P2 will be set up - this
may seem to contradict the fact that only the current locals are accessible, but this is not so;
CIRCUM is set up indirectly as the result of dereferencing and the deliberate passing of its name
as a parameter, but not by an explicit assignment. Note here that the existence of the name
DIAM in both P2 and CIRCLE causes no ambiguity - only one of them is accessible at this
point dynamically (via the lvp to CIRCLE) and lexicographically since within CIRCLE we
cannot use the DIAM declared to be local to P2 (the multiple declaration of names will be
discussed later). CIRCLE will then return a result;this involvesthe reverse process:

i)
ii)

Return to the previous link cell in the stack by resettingthe local variable pointer.
Return to the correct point in the calling procedure; in this case it is the assignment of the
to AREA.

result

Thus statement 3 is completed and the stack appears as:
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P1

{'A
Q-- -è"

q:v

link

(c
a.14

,)*

;s

P2link

^t,
\J
^tc

T

(a

v

c

.;c

âz

PA
.:>
E

1.4

0.7

4.396 1.539

Ee

I

lvp

Note that all the locals of CIRCLE have disappeared
- they do not exist!

accessed elsewhere

-

this is the reason why they cannot be

P2 now returns its result, the stack is unwound to the previous link cell and the assignmentto
result is made:
01

A

oQ- ."S
eY q'<'

P1 link

1=

ot2

=>
=

I

lvp

The link cells form one type of housekeeping item held in the run-time stack; other locations are
used to keep global information about the program and unnamed locations used to store partial
results necessary in a complex calculation (for instance in the evaluation of (a+b)*(c+d), a
temporary location may be required for (a+b) whilst calculating (c+d) ) - this is generally termed
a work area.
You will notice that the parameters are always arranged in their order of declaration with a fixed
relation to their link cell. This makesthe parameter mechanism extremely efficient: on a
procedure callthere is no overhead in specifying where the parameters are to be found, they can
automatically be assigned to the correct locations in the stack.
We are now familiar with static variables declared in data bricks which name fixed locations in
core, and dynamic variables which have a transient life span; successive calls of a procedure lead to
new independent incarnations of the local variables which may not name the same location in the
stack on each call, because of differing orders of calls. Global variables can be thought of as ones
used to communicate information between procedures. The organisation of variables (involving the
decisions on which variables to make global and which local) is an important aspect of program
design and management.

No mention has been made of where the procedure body itself is;within the machine, all it
of is a seguence of machine instructions. These are kept independently of the data bricks
and the run-time stack (the linkage mechanism providing the necessary control information); the
bodies contain no slots for variables and the code is designed toberead-only: thal. is there can be
no modification of it at execution time. We shall come back to this point later. The bodies of
data bricks, on the other hand are named locations which can be manipulated as desired at
execution time, and can be used to communicate information between procedure bricks.
consists
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10. Application
Although we have not learned many constructions in RTL/2, we have, nevertheless, seen some of
the structure behind a program and are in a position to investigate in this section an application,
albeit a vastly simplified one; note that our method is just one of many possible approaches.
A typical process control situation is the use of a DDC (direct digital control) algorilhm to
control some closed loop of action without human intervention. The aim is basically to maintain
a desired value for a quantity by measuring its current value and empioying the difference
between this and the desired value to initiate action to reduce the difference.

flowrate

Consider a simple system consisting of a valve and some means of measuring the flow-rate through
the system. The required rate is a known quantity which may vary with time, (for example it may
be set by the required conditions downstream), and the flow rate will vary according to the valve
position and conditions downstream. The box marked 'control' in the diagram must use the
measured flow-rate and the required rate (sef-pointl to calculate the necessary change in valve
position.
Three different approximation terms are commonly used in making error corrections, and for
those unfamiliar with this subject, a brief summary of them will be given.

a)

ProportionalControl
The correction applied is a simple constant times the observed error. Thus
Pnr*=Potd+KE(xn)

where

is the controlled quantity
is the current flow-rate

P

xn
X

E(xn ) = X
and K

- "n

is the set point value
is the current error

is the proportional constant, chosen to make an optimum
correction (no consideration will be given here to the theoretical or empirical means by
which K might be chosen);clearly too small a value for K results in an excessive continuous
error whilst too large a value gives instability or repeated over-correction.

b)

lntegral Control
The correction applied is a constant times an integral over time of the error. ïhus

Pn"*=Potd*L{E(xn)dt
Integral control is able to eliminate errors completely since corrections are added whilst
any error remains there is no steady-state error. However, if the set point changes, the
accumulated correction must itself be integrated out before the desired correction is
complete. This type of control is sluggish in response and can easily lead to overcorrections
and oscillatory responses.

-

c)

Derivative Control
ln this case the correction is a constant times the derivative of the error with respect to time.
Thus

Pn.*=B,u+M$etnl
This method is often very useful since it can detect a change and apply a large correction
while the error is forming rather than waiting until the error itself has increased to a large
value. However, derivative control can never be used alone. By its mathematical structure it
can only detect a changing error and hence a large steady error would generate no correction.
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Also, it is difficult to evaluate accurately such a derivative for a physical process and such
term is particularly susceptible to noise (instrument variations are often of short duration
and hence have large time derivatives).

a

In practice, some combination of these terms is used in the controller - proportional,
proportional plus integral or proportional plus integral plus derivative. The third of these is the
most general, the other two being obtained by putting L=M=O and M=O respectively.
Hence our valve position can be expressed as
P

=

Po

+ KE(xn)

* Lf,E(xn)dt

+ Mdg E(x")

(We assume that all the quantities have appropriate units.)

Since our measurements are taken at discrete time intervals, we can rewrite this in the difference

form
AP = KAE + LEAr *-l4a(Ae)
At
where At is the sampling interval and AE is the difference between the errors of the current
measurement and the previous one, and, similarly, A(AE) is the second order change in error
(i.e. A(AE) = AE(xn ) AE1x"-r ) ). np is the necessary change in valve position.
How are we going to program this in RTL/2?
We shall assume at this stage that the measurement is somehow read into a global variable and
that a suitable output command can be generated from AP. (Although input and output are
fundamental to any program, since one presumably wishes to have some result, it is not
convenient to discuss them at this point). We can put all our variables in a data brick, set up

constants and measurements and simply grind out the formula. Investigation of the formula
shows that the three latest measurements and set-points are required. Concentrating then on the
relevant declarations and formula evaluation, and ignoring the problems of timing and contact
with the physical process, our program appears as:

Z

COf.ITROLLER FOR VALVE ADJUSTMENT:I

DATA SYSTEM;
REAL MEASURED,SETPOINT,

Y
LASTMEASURE,OLDPOINT, T

çURRÊNT VALUES A
PREVIOUS VALUËS T,
VERYOLDMEASURE,VERYOLOPOINTI 7 ONE BEFORE LAST 7"
?. TIME INTERVAL BETI,/EEN READINGS
INTEFVAL,
U 0ËLTA p * VALVE CHANGE 7,
C0RRECTI0N,
K r L, 14 t
I çONSTANTS 7"

ENDDATA,

PR0C DDC

Z

()l

SË.T IJP CONSTANTS ANO INPUT MEASUREMENT

Y,

C0RRECTI0N:=K*( (SETp0INT-MEASURED) - (0lDP0INT-LASTMEASURE) )
+ L* ( SETp0 I NT- MEASURÊ0 ) * I NTERVAL
+ M* ( ( (SETP0INT-MEASURÉ0) - (0LDpOINT-LASTMEASURE) )
-((CIDp0INT-LASTMËASURE) (vERYoLDP0INT-VERYoLDMEASURE))

z

REsET

Fol

('iit:iilâfï^o

PorNr u
T VERYO L DPC I NT: =O LO PO Ï NT,

VE R YOIDMEASUR E ; = LASTMÊASURE

LASTMEASUR

Z

E:

AMÊASUREDI

O

LDPO

NOi,] OIJTPUl CONTROL SICNAL
'/.

ËNDPROC,
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T

NT: =SETPO I NT;

This is not very efficient! The formula could be simplified algebraically and, in fact, only the
errors need to be remembered for the subsequent steps. So we wi ll rewrite the sequence with
these improvements. To indicate a different structure, we will place the calculation of each
combination of correction terms in a separate procedure brick, and thus provide a choice of
control algorithms, to be selected within the body of DDC.

DATA SYSTEMI
REAL MEASUREDISÊTPOINT,
NEI^/EPR,OLDERR,VEPYOLDERR,

INTERVAL,
CQRRÉCTION'
KrL'ffi

i4 CURRENT VALUÊS'I
T LAST THRÊE ERROR TERMS U
7 TIME INTERVAL '/"
7. DELTA p ' VALVE CHANGÊ 7.
7" CONSTANTS

Z

ENDOATAI

PROC PROP

0

REAL;

RETURN ( K* ( NEIIERR-0 LDERR )

),

ENDPR0Ct

PROC PROPINT

0

REALI
+ L*NEWERR*INTERVAL);

RETURN( PROP()
EI.IDPROC,

PROC PROPINTDERIV

0

REAL;

RETURN( FRoP() + FROPINT ()
+ hI*(NEi.lTRR-2.0*OLDERP+VERYOLDERR)

/

INTERVAL),

ENDPROC;

pRoÇ DDC ();
N SET CONSTANTS AND I NPUT MEASUTEMENT

Z

=SETP0I NT'MËA5URÊD'
i( NEXT STATEMENT DÊPENDS ON CONTROL SELEçTED
C0RnECTI0N;=PR0P( ),

NEWERR

7; 0F

3

T,

v,

CORRECT I ON ; EPROP I NT

y, ()?

0

I

x
CORRËCTI OX ;=FROPINTDER IV

Z

RESET ËOR NEXT
cLDERR;=IEWERRl

IALL

()

I

T

VERYOLDERR;AçLDERRI

7. El C

i/,

EflDPROC,

T IN THIS METITOO !.IE COULD CALCUTATE THË COMPONËNT ADJUSTMENT9 tN THE
7, INOIVIDUAL PROCEDURES AND SELECT THE REOUIFEO FORlIt OF CONTROL BY A

T
T
Z

Y, STATÊMENT CORRECTTON!=PROP()+PROPTNTO+PROPINlOERIV(), HAVING SET
U APPROPRIATE NUMBERS FOR THI CONSTANTS. OR t/lË COULD OMIT K,LIM FROM ^4
7I THË PROCEDURES AND t,jRITË KTPROP()+1.rPROPINT()+I'I*PROPINTDËRIV() I.JIlHU
Z KI LT M SÊT IN LINE BEFORE THË STATEHENÏ I
Notice that we cannot reset the remembered errors within the procedures PROP etc. since we do
not know which one may be called, and in any case they call each other. Note too the logical
error in the order of the last two statements of DDC; by re-setting OLDERR first we lose its
current value and hence reset VERYOLDERR to NEWERR as well! Such an error might not
show up in the actual execution since we are only dealing in approximations anyway, but might
lead to inefficient operation; it is an example of the sort of error that cannot be found for you
by a compiler!
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To show yet another approach, we code up the same formula in a procedure which returns the
correction as result; all the required process information is passed through parameters. Clearly
this could be used for a number of different valves, and the required algorithm selected by the
choice of suitable values for K, L, M on the various calls. Note the way the errors required for
future calls for a particular valve are handled by ref-real parameters.

Y" CONTROLLTR TOR VALVE ADJUST14ENT i4
PROC OOC (RÉAL K, L,M,MEASUFÊD,SETPOINl, INTERVALT
REF REAL OLDÊRR'VERYOLDERR) REALI
REAL NEWERR, CORRË[T ION I
N E t,{ E R R ; = S E T P O I N T - M E A $ U R E D I
Ç0RRECTI 0N 3 =1.'* ( NEt.lEFR-0LDERR )

::

+
+

L*NEIilERR*INTERVAL
M*(NEhlERR.?.0*0LDERR+VERY0LDERR)

RESËT ERROR TERI"lS U
VAL VERYOLDÊRÊ::OLDERÊi

/

INTËRVAl,,

VAL 0LDERR;=NEl"JÊRR;

RETURN(CORRECTION)I
ENOPROC'

ïhese various approaches are intended to illustrate the flexibility of RTLI2 and to emphasize
the need to decide (for the particular problem and its constraints) which program structure is
appropriate.
In our examples, we have mentioned selecting a particular algorithm. We need further statement
types to make a choice at a particular point in a program. This forms the subject matter of the
next section.
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11. Gonditional statement
In the DDC example of the last section we suggested that the particular algorithm required could
lt is essential that certain parts of any computing process be executed if and only if
specified conditions are satisfied. For example, in a banking program, we will wish to take special
action for an overdrawn account; in a process control situation error conditons will need to be
detected; in a numerical analysis calculation, we will need to test that some desired accuracy has
be selected.

been achieved.

It has already been pointed out that the execution of a procedure by means of a call involves an
implicit transfer of control to a different chunk of program text; however, this transfer does not
involve any change in the logical flow during the execution, the procedure mechanism is
effectively an efficient shorthand for writing out all the instructions at every point where those
actions are reguired. The decision taken to execute part of a program based on some specified
condition implies that at run-time different logical paths will be followed depending on the
various conditions involved. In planning the sequence of operations required in a problem, a
flowchart provides a useful visual aid. A flowchart consists of a number of boxes, the shapes of
which indicate the nature of the operations described within the boxes, together with connecting
lines and arrows which show the "flow of control" between the boxes. In this Manual we use a
rectangle (f- ) to indicate any general processing operation and a rhombus (O) to indicate a
decision; the lines leaving the latter box are labelled with the outcome of the decision that causes
that particular path to be followed.
Example:

you
understand

what a box of this

Within the decision box there is a condition to be tested. A condition is simply a proposition that
may be true or false (i.e. either it is satisfied or it is not). The usual condition imposed on a child
before it is allowed some treat is "if you are good . . ."; the proposition "you are good" may be
true or false (though how this is decided may be somewhat difficult and arbitrary!). In RTLIZ a
condition consists of a proposition about a simple relationship between two expressions.
Syntactically, it consists of two expressions (such as we have already seen on the right hand side
of an assignment statement) separated by a relational operator or comparafor; these are just
fancy names for any of the six mathematical symbols of equality and/or inequality:
= 'equal to'
# 'not equal to'
( 'less than'
) 'greater than'
(= 'less than or equal to'
;= 'greatêr than or equal to'
Before we investigate how to usq them, a few comments are required:

a)

The lS07 character set is not as standard as its name implies and even less so after it has been
interpreted by a manufacturer! ln particular there is a lack of uniformitv in the treatment of
the number sign (hash #) and the currency symbols Ê and $. Because of this, the three
symbols are considered to be interchangeable within RTLlz, the intention being that
whatever the data preparation equipment, the key marked # may be used.
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b)

The combinations (= and )= are items (like ;=) regarded as indivisible and hence must not
contain any spaces or other layout characters.

Exâmples

of RTLI2 conditions

are:

BrB 1 4.0*A*C
SIN(PHl) )= C,6
TI|,|E E 0.0

ABS(X-Y) (= ÉPSIL0N

?.9 g 10.8
3.1 > 4,6

7" ALI.JAYS TRUE "T
Z ALI{AYS FALSÊ y.

The comparators =, # should not in general be used to compare two real quantities since they do
not take into consideration the accuracy to which numbers are held within the machine
(e.9. A-$=0 may be satisfied whilst A=B is not). Instead, a comparison of the form
ABS(A-B)<TOLE RANCE should be employed.
The comparisons are performed ultimately between two real numbers; since each of the two
expressions must deliver a real objecito enable this to be done, variable names are automatically
dereferenced (once or twice) just as on the right hand side of an assignment statement with a
destination demanding a real.
We use conditions in conditional statemenrs to decide whether or not to execute a particular
piece of program (this is equivalent to selecting which piece from a number of possibilities). The
simplest form of conditional statement is represented by the flowchart:

SEOUENCE

FALSE

The RTL/2 form of this is similar to the standard English construction
stay indoors". We write:

IF Q < ().O THEN

NEGATIVERESPCNSE

0
E I']

D,

3

=-6

"if it rains then we will

() I

t

lF and END are keywords which delimit the statement;every lF must have a matching END. The
final semi-colon (as usual) separates the statement from the next one. THEN is also a keyword;
it marks the end of the condition and the beginning of the sequence of code which is to be obeyed
if the condition is true. The example shown behaves just as the flowchart requires. The condition
O<0.0 is tested; if this is true then (notice that the English hardly adds much to the
comprehension!) the procedure NEGATIVERESPONSE is called, O is negated and the next
statement to be obeyed is the one following the END; if the condition is false then the statement
following END is obeyed immediately. Note the way we have lined up the lF and END and
indented the intermediate statements; this is not essential, but aids legibility. A good rule with
matching keywords like lF, END (and there will be others) is to put both of them on the same
line if the statement can be contained on one line, otherwise to indent them to the same level.
Our next sort of conditional statement deals with the case of alternative actions; in English we
say "if it's fine then we will go to the seaside otherwise we'll go to the cinema". Our flowchart
now appears as:

SEOUENCE
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B

CONDITION

SEOUENCE A

In RTL/2 we use the keyword ELSE to introduce the alternative (rather than'otherwise') and
our statement will take the form:

IF O < O.C THEN
NËGATIVERESPCNSE
Q: =*Q;
FLSE

POSITIVERESPONSE
Q:=Q+INTERVALT
END I

()I
0;

Strictly speaking the semi-colons preceding the ELSE and END are redundant, but they do no
harm and in the event of adding further statements in these positions avoid the mistake of
omitting the separating semi-colons. The concept of having statements within a conditional
statement may be confusing: the construction as a whole (from lF to END) behaves as a single
statement and this is how it appears from outside; however, within, it can contain as many
complex statements as you like; it is similar to a bracketed expression which behaves as a single
term but may contain many complex terms and operators.
Again, our example behaves as the flowchart; the condition O(0.0 is tested; if it is true then
the procedure NEGATIVERESPONSE is called, O is negated and the next statement is the one
following END; if it isfalse then the procedure POSITIVERESPONSE iscalled and O is
increased by INTERVAL, the next statement being the one following END.
Clearly the two alternatives are exclusive, and to avoid the execution of both there must be some
change in sequence at run-time;the changes are explicitly programmed by the use of IF,ELSE,
END, the actual changes being organised by the compiler.

A more complex situation arises if we have a number of possible actions at run-time depending
on a number of conditions for example the particular range in which a variable lies. This is
illustrated by the following flowchart:

CONDITION

SEOUENCE A

CONDITION

SEOUENCE B

CONDITION

SEOUENCE C

CONDITION

SEOUENCE

E
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To cope with a succession of conditions, we introduce the further keyword ELSEIF. As this is an
item, there must be no spaces- ELSE lF will be treated astwo keywords. The RTL/2text
corresponding to the flowchart then appears as:

TF Q < O.O THEN
NÊGAT

IVERESPONSE O I

03r-q1
FLSEIF Q < 1,0 lHEN

O;
POSITIVERESPONSE ()I
FRACÏIONACTICIN

ELSEIF O < 1O.O

THEN

Qi=Q+INTERVALI

ELSEIF O < 1OO.O

Ql=Q /14,Q;
RECYCLE ()I
ELSE ERRORACTION
END'

THEN

()I

This is the most general form of the conditional statement. The behaviour of this and the earlier
forms may be described as follows: the condition following lF is tested; if this is true then the
sequence following THEN is executed and this completes the statement (i.e. the sequence
delimited by ELSEIF, ELSE or END; by completion we mean that the next statement is the one
following END - this is where the idea of the conditional statement as an entity is important);
if the condition is false then the cond;tions following the optional keywords ELSEIF are tested
until one is found tc be true;the sequence following its THEN is executed and this completes
the statement; in the absence of ELSE!F conditions of if they are allfalse then the sequence
following the optional ELSE is executed and this completes the statement; in the absence of an
ELSE part, the statement is completed and the overall effect is nothing. That's not quite true nere is a warninql \^lithin the various conditions, we may be calling functions which, as side effects,
alte:'the values of global variables for instance; only the first condition is guaranteed to be tested
(since if it is true any ELSEIF parts will be !gnored) so be careful with functions in conditions
wh ich pro'Juce side-effects!
Hence tire general form may be

symboli:aiiy reprs5ented

as:

lF condition THEN sequence
FLSFIF condition THEN

sequence

optional

-

as many

of

these as you like
.

sequence
END
ELSE

-

optional
obligatory

ELSEIF is, in fact, equivalent to ELSE lF except that the use of the compound form saves the
for a matching END and also produces a clearer rendering of the appropriate flowchart (and
may be compiled more efficiently). The following two sequences are identical in action:
need

IF ALPHA>BETA THÉN ACTIONl0I
ELSEI F ALPHA(t).C THEN ACTIQN?0 I
ELSË ERRORACTTON

0I

ËND'

ACTTONl () I
THEN ACTION2()I
E,[58 ERRORAçTION()I

I F AIPHA>BETA THEN
ELSE IF ALFHA<ç.0
ENO,

ENDI
Note the different indentations to indicate to which lF each END belongs.
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We can now write our earlier procedure

to return the maximum of two real numbers using

a test

rather than an arithmetic formula:

PROC MAX (REAL A,B) RÊALI
RETURNS THE I'4AX I MUM OF

"I

A AND B
IT A>B THEN RETURII(A)I ENDI

ii

RETURN(B)r
ENDPROC I

Notice that we have not used an ELSE part; you may complain that when A is greater than B, the
sequence following THEN will be obeyed and then the statement following the END will be
obeyed so that B will always be returned. This is not so. The sequence following THEN contains
a return-statement which sets up a result and exits from the function to rhe point of callso that
the rest of the body is not executed. lt would be perfectly legitimate to write:
IF A>B THEN RETURN(A) ELSE RETURN(B) END;
However, the compiler may not be very clever in spotting that each logical path contains a
RETURN statement and may think an exit from the function is possible without setting up
resu

a

lt!

Whenever we wish simply to select a value according to certain conditions, the conditional
statement becomes tedious and messy to use, since we may need to introduce auxiliary variables
meref y to remember temporarily the value selected. To avoid this, RTLI? allows the use of a
conditional expression which behaves like a bracketed expression. ln form, it is similarto a
conditional statement with the following important differences:

i)
ii)
iii)

Instead of sequences, each possibility consists of an expression.
The ELSE part must be present: this is obviously sensible, since an expression must deliver
some object, regardless of the conditions.
Since we are in an expression, there must be no semi-colons.

Our procedure becomes:

PROC MAX (ËEAL

A,B)

REALI

RETTIRN(IF A>B THEN

A ELSÊ B

ENO)I

ËNDPROCI
As usual, the expressions for each possibility can be as complex as we like (and may therefore
contain conditional expressions!) but each path must deliver anobject of the required sort. Thus
dereferencing will be applied where necessary. Consider the following:

ÊEAL ArBrf4AXt
REF KEAL BIGGËRT

BIG6ËR:=IF A>B Ti.IEN A ELSE B
MAX :EIF A>B THÊN A ELSE S

ÉND,
END,

The right hand sides look identical, but their actions will be different. In the first assignment, the
destination is a ref-real which requires the name of a real identifier;the conditional expression
will therefore yield the name A or the name B according as the value of A is greater than B or not.
In the second case, we require a real object to be delivered, so the contents of A or the contents
of B is the object delivered by the expression.
By now it should go without saying that conditional expressions may occur wherever terms may
occur so that we may use them in parameters and write expressions such as:

A:= C+lF A)=B THEN B*B ELSE 697.2-(A+C)END*3.0;
We conclude this section

with

a worked exarnple:

Write a procedure to rearrange three given variables in ascending order and return the maximum
difference between them, unlessthe minimum value is negative, in which case zero isthe result.
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Since we wish to rearrange values, the procedure
We can draw a flowchart:

will

have ref-real parameters; call these A,B,C.

swapA&B

(B-A)>
(c-B)

We

will

use

our earlier procedure SWAP to perform the changes.

PRCç SI'/AP (REF REAL X.Y),
REAL TEMP;
TEMP:=X,

VAL X:=Y;
VAL Y;STEFPT
ENDPROC,
PROC

Y,

};

REA
AND

MINASç (REF REAL AIB'C) REALI

RRAN0ES VALUES 0F ArBrC INT0 A$CENDING NUMçRICAL 0RDER IN ArB'C
RETURNS MAXIMUM DIFFERENCÉ OR ZEFO IF MINIMUM IS NE6AlIVE 7(

IF A>B THEN SWAP(A,B)I ENOI
IF 8>C ÏHEN
S!.'AP(B,C)I
ÊND,
I F A>B THEN SWAP(4, B)

EN
RE

DI

ENDPROC'
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'

TURN(lF A<0.0 rfieN 0.ç
EL$EIF B-A ) C-B THEN B-A ELSE C-B END)r

f

Notes:

i)

Some of the inequalities are the reverse of the ones shown in the decision boxes, to make the
action part follow the THEN and give a null ELSE part which can be omitted we could
have written for instance:

-

A<B THEN
ËLSE 5I^IAP(A,B)I

IF

X NUIL ACTION

7,

ÊND;
when documenting such cases, it is probably best to reverse the inequality (and the true and
false labels!) of the decision box.

ii)
iii)

Note the use of a conditional statement within a conditional statement.
Note that VAL is not required within MINASC - all dereferencing (once or twice) is
automatic - you are recomrnended to work through the procedure and indicate where
dereferencing occurs.
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Section 11 examples
Rewrite the DDC example of section 10 using conditional statements to select the control
algorithm required. lllustrate the use of a conditional expression used as a parameter by
writing a call of the final version of DDC.
Write a procedure to return the step function:
f 0.0 for x(0.0
f(x) ={0,5forx=0.0
[ 1.0 for x)0.0
A cylindrical tank has the following

shape:

\--I

I

n

Write a function to compute the volume of fluid contained for a given depth h; you may
assume that the tank does not overflow.
4

Rewrite the ABS operator as a function.

5

The Newton-Raphson method for the extraction of a square root computes successive
approximations to./a from the formula
Xn+1

=

L(xn+ 21vn1

(where

x.'

is a

first

guess)

terminating when two successive approximations differ by less than some desired accuracy.
Draw a flowchart to represent this process, and write a procedure in RTL/2 which will
return the square root of a positive number.
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12. Labels; transferring control

Did

you lry
section 1 1
example 5?

Naughty! Go and

try it now

lf you still haven't attempted the

examples look at the answers, where you will see that the
solutioÀ consists of an indefinite number of repetitions of three statements. Even with a large
number, n, of these repetitions we cannot guarantee (for a particular value of EPS) that a value
will be found of the correct accuracy for all possible values of the parameter A. In any case, it
would be very tedious and error prone if, in iterative situations, we had to write out n repetitions
of the same sequence (Dijkstra compares it to writing out punishment lines at school!);we
introduced procedures partly to save drudgery, so we want to make this situation simpler too.

The basic problem is that we want to say "as before" or "go back and do it again". We need to
make an explicit transfer of control; the point is illustrated in the flowchart at the head of this
section. On the'NO'route we wish to return to the previous section;we have left an arrow
dangling. You know where to go though, because the example is numbered.

in RTL/2. Firstly we wish to identify a particular point in
the program text, that is,to label it. What can we label? Statements. Any statement can be
labelled, even if it is a statement which is a constituent of a more complex statement - for
example an assignment embedded in a conditional statement;only statements can be labelled.
Syntactically, all we do is to precede the statement we wish to label by a name followed by a
colon (:). Thus,
We naturally use the same principle

Ll

NHXTX:=(CURX + A/CURX) * O.5I
IF ABS(NEXtX_çURX) < EpS THEN RETTJRN(hjEXTX)r

ENDT

CURX:=NEXTX;

The conditional statement has been labelled, and we have chosen to call that point L. We have in
no way affected the logic of the program. After the assignment to NEXTX, the conditional
statement is obeyed; that is, passing through a label in the normal lexicographical f low causes no
action to be taken.
What is a label? A label is an object (similar to a reai number) which happens to be a particular
(fixed) point in the program text. We will learn how to manipulate such objects in later sections.
There is nothing to stop us labelling a statement that is already labelled! We merely precede it
with another name and colon:

M: L: lF ABS(NEXTX-CURX)<

EPS

THEN . .

.

This may seem absurd (or an academic nicety) but in fact can have practical advantages, for
example:

i)
ii)
iii)

Where uses of the point are made in widely differing parts of the program two innemonically
significant names may increase the clarity of the program.
Two labels may emphasize similarities with other sections of program.
Two labels may be useful if, at some later date, the actions performed there are likely to
become distinct.

it must occur in a procedure brick. Although a label is
(it
point
and is not a place that can be assigned to) its name
sense a'constant'
is a fixed

Since a label is affixed to some statement,

in some
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is regarded as local to the procedure in which it isser (i.e. occurs) and it can only be used in that
procedure (the reasons and rules for this will become more definite in later sections).

The sort of use we want to make, of course, is to cause an explicit transfer of control to a
labelled point - we cannot make a transfer to an unlabelled statement! Normally the successor
statement to a statement is the one which follows it in the program text. An explicit transfer of
control must break this sequence. The statement which performs this effectively defines the
successor statement. The keyword GOTO (single item so no spaces - G0 TO is two names!)
followed by the name of a label (as mentioned before, in the same procedure brick) fornrs a
goto-statement and says that the next statement to be performed is the one with the given label
name. So we simply write
GOTO L;
We can now construct a flowchart and produce the RTL/2

text for our square root example:

set up accuracy EPS
set up initial guess

CURX

calculate next
approx. NEXTX

Reset CURX to the

approx. in NEXTX

The picture of continually repeating the last three steps until the accuracy is reached (and the
RETURN statement finishes the procedure) is precisely what we wrote in our earlier solution;
however we now only need to write it once and include a label and a goto-statement:

PROç SART (REAI A) REAL,
RE.AL EFSI
:1 ACCIJRACY Z
CURX, '!. CLJRRENT AFPROXIMATION
NEXTX, 7; NEXT APPROX I[4ATION T

"I

EFS;:6.0011
CURXi=1,0i

TRYAGAIN:

NÊX1X;=(ÇIJRX + A/CURX) * 0,5;
% RELATIVE ERROR TËST PRËFFRABLE TO ABSOLUTE
IF ABS(NEXTX-CURX) < EpS*NËXTX THEN
RETURN(NEXTX),
ËNi)r
CURXI=NËXTXr

G0T0 IRYAGAINr
ENOPROC
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'

ONE

Any such iteratiye loop returning a result must contain a test which will eventually lead to the
termination of the loop - or else the machine will obey the same group of instructions
infinitely! The classic infinite loop would be:

L:

GOTO L;

Endless loops may be used sensibly in real-time applications, but these

will normally be

interrupted frequently, and/or contain instructions to delay their activities. The goto-statement
is not the first transfer statement that we have encountered; you will remember that the
return-statement performsthe action of exiting from a procedure body and returning to the
point of call; we also said that encountering ENDPROC caused a return to the point of call. The
following two examples are therefore equivalent:
FREDO

l*o.
'nErunru,

ENDPROC;
FREDO;

l*o.
GOTO L;
:

L'
ENDPROC;

You may argue that L is not labelling a statement, since we have not introduced any
'endproc-statement'. In order to allow the placing of such labels we define a dummy-statement.
This is simply an empty statement which does nothing and can now be forgotten! Just remember
it if you have a conscience about putting a label before ENDPROC and similar keywords!
Above, we said that falling through a label had no effect; it does have the effect of obeying the
statement at that point of course. Sometimes we will wish to write pieces of program which can
only be reached by an explicit transfer of control. Where can we put them? The obvious place is
after a transfer of control statement; any statement following, sâv, a goto-statement cannot be
reached unless it is labelled and jumped to from somewhere else:
a
I

GOTO NEXTACTIOT'iI
7, çANTROL bIILL NEVER REAçH HERE

"I

L: P:PSQRT(A)I
ERRCRACTION()I

NÊxTAcrroNr

:oto
The coding between L: and the next goto-statement is completely self-contained and will only be
executed if an explici't.branch (jump) is made to L.
So far, all our jumps have been backward ones, that is, to points earlier in the text. There is no
restriction on forward jumps to points later in the program;the only rule that has to be obeyed
is that the label in a goto-statement has to be set in the same procedure body.
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Finally, in this section, a short note on efficiency of coding. Consider the following conditional
statement:

IF

Q<O.O THEN
NEGATIVERESPONSE();
0:

s-0,

GOlO RECYCLE,
ELSE

POSITIVERESPONSE0,
O!=Q+INTERVAL,
END;
NEXTACT ION

()

,

RECYCLE

Since the actions when the condition is true contain a jump to RECYCLE, the only way the
statement following END can be reached is if the condition is false; therefore we might as well
putall the actions to be taken for a false condition after the END. This removes the ELSE part
entirely, and might be compiled more efficiently since some of the inherent jumps in a
conditional statement will not be required. The RTL/2 is also slightly clearer:

IF

O(O.O

THEN
NEGATIVÊRESPON$E

0;=-91

()

I

GOÏO RÊCYCLEI
END'
POS T

TTVERESPONSE

()

,

Q!=Q+INTERVALI

NEXTAClION0I

RECYCLE
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Section 12 examPles
are
Assuming that ERRORACTION, CYCLE, RECYCLE, OUENCH' ALARM
a procedure
write
parameters,
real
paramete-r-less, result-less procedlres and that P, O are

brick to perform the following:
ENTE

R

ER

ALARM

RORACTION

RETU RN P/O

,RECYCLE

ALARM
P/O<1.0

RETURN P2

-

az

NEGATE O

RETURN P/O
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2

H

i

i)

One way of checking the accuracy of real arithmetic is to mûltiply together two complex
numbers whose modulus is unity, and then to repeatedly multiply the product by one of
them. Write a procedure to do this; devise a counting mechanism for the number of
multiplications, and return this count as result as soon as the modulus of the product differs
from unity by more than 0.0001.
nts:
Each complex number x +

iy will have to be represented by two reals X,Y; its modulus

t/k'+ y2) and the product of two complex numbers isgiven by (xr + iyr)(xr + iy2) =
xrxz - YrYz + i(x1Y2 + xryt
)

ii)

Pythagoras'Theorem provides good complex numbers of modulus unity:

l9l'*
=,
\13/ l2\'
13 i

(3)'. (t)'=',
iii)

\

Skeletonflowchart:

set up counter and zero
set up complex of modulus
unity : second cqmplex can
appear explicitly in

the multiplication

form product and new
modulus; increment count

Return the number of

multiplications

EXIT
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is

13. lntegers
four kinds of object (a real, a name of a real variable, a procedure and a label
note
data
that
a
brick
is not an object in this sense) but we have only been able to manipulate
real values and names. Declarations must have seemed somewhat redundant, since (apart from
ref-reals) everything could be interpreted correctly purely from its context. The last example
showed the deficiencies of real arithmetic when used for a simple counting task. We now
introduce another plain (i.e. arithmetic) mode, with which we can perform such operations
accurately. This is the mode integer, the objects being whole numbers.
So far we have seen

We can retrace our steps through sections 1 to 12 seeing how integers fit in to the pattern, and
noting how, in general, they behave as the mode real does. The form of the integer constant is
simply a sequence of decimal digits; when representing whole numbers we can dispense with
decimal pointsand exponents, and give the number explicitly in a fixed point representation.

Thus:

1065487932

267

3

follow the written English practice of using
commas to group the digits. lntegers are held exactly, so there is no question of accuracy as in
the case of reals. The finiteness of machines means that there is a restricted range of values
(machine dependent) which can be held and this is usually much smaller than the real number
range. Effectively, with integers, one purchases exactitude at the expense of a limited range of
values, though for the majority of uses this will not matter.
are valid integer constants. Note that we cannot

As an item, an integer constant is terminated by any non-digit character, and is characterised by
its beginning with a digit and containing no decimal point, and, like the real constant, does not

to be declarèd.

need

to contain such numbers, and ref-integer variables; we use the
keyword INT for this purpose. The declarations

We can declare integer variables

INT COUNT, INDEX;.
REF INT WHICHONE;
inform usthatthe locations named COUNT and INDEX will contain integers, and the location
WHICHONE the name of an integer variable. The usual rules for forming an identifier name
apply.

The assignment statement follows exactly as in the real case, with the left hand side defining
a destination, and the nature of the object which must be delivered by the right hand side. The
rules for dereferencing and the use of VAL are identical:

INT COUNT, INDEX;
REF INT WHICHONE;
WHICHONE := INDEX;
COUNT := 21;
VAL WHICHONE := COUNT;
You are left to work out the effect of these statements.
The same monadic operators which we met for reals may be used with integers, and, as before,
negative numbers are regarded as the result of applying the monadic operator'-'to a (positive)
integer constant:
OPERATOR

+

ABS

Rules

OPERAND

INTERPRETATION

RESULT

I

nteger

I

nteger

ldentity: no action

I

nteger

I

nteger

Negate the operand

I

nteger

I

nteger

Negate the operand if
otherwise no change

it

is negative;

for combining monadics are the same as before.
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When we come to consider dyadic operators, the situation becomes a little more involved.
Addition and subtraction pose no problems. When we multiply together two numbers each in
the range [-o,o) (for those unfamiliar with this notation, this means a number x satisfying
-c.(x(cc), the product will be in the range (-c2,c21. This is true of real and integer
multiplication. In the real case the range is large and the situation is completely dealt with by
overflow of the range and any associated actions. In the integer case the situation is more likely
to be encountered; also, most machines have some multiple length instructions for coping with
such situations, of which we cen take advantage. We therefore define an intermediate mode
known asa big integer which has a range l.-o' ,o' ) when integers have a range [-c,cc). Note that
this range may not be sufficient for all multiplications and that overflow may still occur; the
reason for its choice is discussed later. Intermediate modes can only arise during the evaluation
of an expression and cannot be stored or manipulated'in the same way as reals and integers. Their
purpose is to explain precisely what is happening. The result of a multiplication between two
integers is therefore a big integer. What happens if we want to store the product in another integer
location? A mode conversion must occur from big integer to integer (also called normal integer).

This is performed automatically - but since there is a contraction of the range (narrowing) there
is the possibility of arithmetic overffow at this point also.

Division between integers is defined in an elementary way, in which we have a quotient (exact
and integral) and a'remainder'(also exact and integral); two operators supply the relevant results.
Regarding division as an inverse to multiplication, the dividend expected for such an operation is
naturally a big integer. What happens if we want to divide a normal integer? Again a mode
conversion is required and performed automatically; in this çase, since there is an expansion of
the range (wideningl there is no possibility of overflow. We now define these dyadic operators

for integers:

oPERAToR PRECEDENC.

ortJfiii,,
I

nteger

SECOND

OPERAND
I

nteger

RESU LT
I

nteger

INTERPRETATION

Form the sum of the
operands

I

nteger

I

nteger

I

nteger

I

nteger

I

nteger

I

Big
nteger

Big
nteger

I

nteger

I

nteger

I

Big

I

nteger

I

nteger

I

nteger

MOD

Subtract the second
operand from the first
Form the product of the
operands

Ouotient on dividing
first operand by second
Remainder on dividing

first operand by second

Notes:

i)

Arithmetic overflow can occur in all cases; this may seem odd in the case of division, but
think of p:/1 where p=2a and cc is the range for integers; similarly the division implicit in the
MOD operation can cause overflow.

ii)

MOD is a reserved word (short for modulo). lf negative quantities are involved, there is
clearly a need to define explicitly how a sign is to be attached to any remainder. The rule is
that the remainder has the same sign as the dividend; thus:

22MOD 6
MOD -6
-22 MOD 6
-22 MOD -6
22

iii)
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is 4
is 4
is -4
is -4

Having fixed the sign for any remainder, we can easily decide how to define the quotient
when negative quantities are involved. The rule here states that the result of ordinary
division is truncated towards zero (i.e. any fraction part is forgotten!) Hence:

22:/
22:/
-22:/
-22 tl

6
-6
6
-6

is

3

is

3

is -3
is -3

Like :=, :/ behaves as a single item

-

"integer divide".

The rules for forming expressions, precedence and bracketed expressions then follow just as for reals.
Example:

INT COST, CHANGE, NUMBER, UNITCOST, CAPITAL;
COST := UNITCOST* NUMBER;
CHANGE :=CAPITAL-COST;
NUMBER := CAPITAL:/ UNITCOST;
CHANGE := CAPITAL MOD UNITCOST;
CHANGE := CAPITAL - CAPITAL :/ UNITCOST*UNITCOST;
%LAST TWO ASSIGNMENTS EOUIVALENT

_ NOTE PRECEDENCE%

When it comes to functions, procedures and data bricks, integers behave in exactly the same way
as reals; locals and globals can be declared similarly, we can have parameters and results that are
integer. However since the parameter mechanism is that of assignment, if we define a procedure
brick having an integer parameter, then we must provide an integer expression in the call.

The six comparators =, #, (, ), (=, )= may all be used between integer expressions in conditions.
Since we are now dealing with exact quantities, = and # can be used confidently. We can write
conditional expressions for integers; each possible path through the expression must deliver an
integer:
COUNT := IF INDEX #O THEN COUNT +1 ELSE COUNT _1 END;
We now present some bricks using integers;each procedure calculates the highest common factor
of two numbers (with varying degrees of efficiency!) The reader is left to see how they work and
to ensure that he understands the RTL/2 involved.

PROC HCFl (II'iT
INT MAXITRYI

IF

P,Q) INT'

O>P THEN
T" St.lAP LISING |4AX AS
MAX:

!Q'

A

TËMPORARY VARIABLË

7,

QlcPl

p;=MAXt

END'
MAX

:;TF

Y

; =1

I

A! IF TRy(=0 TftEN
IF P NOD TFY Ê O THEN
IF A MOD TRY = O THÊN MAX:=ÏRY,

END,

ENDI

lRY:ITRY+1,
GOTO A'
END,

RETURN(MAX),
ENDPRi)C,

Pri0C i'tCFA ( INT P'Q) INT,
I I'tT ïEMP;
L: IF O=O THEN RËTURN(P)I ËND'
TEMP:=QT
MDD Ql

QleF

P!=TEMP'
ri0TC Lt
ÊNDpÈ0c,
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PROC HCF3 (

MI IF

INT F',Q) IItlI

P>Q THEN
IF O=O THEN RETURN(P); ENDI

P!=P*r)i
É

LSE

F PEO THEN
0;=ç-P;
I

FETTJRII

(O)

I

TND'

END'

G0T0

r.,ii

ËNDPROC,

PitOC HCF4 (INT P,Q) INT;
REF INT BIGISMALLT
i!; IF P>A ÏHEN

BIG;=PI SMALL;=GI
ELSE tsIG;=Qr SMALL;*Pl
ENDI

IF

SMALL=O Ti"IÉN

RETURN(BI6)I

VAL BIG!=ts[G-g146ttt
C0T0 Nr

ENDI

ÉriDPR0c,
We have discussed the way in which dyadic operators are combined, the precedence rulesthat
govern the combination of monadic and dyadic operators, and in this section we have mentioned

the automalic mode transfers between the normal and big integers. There remains the problem of
combining together, if possible, integers and reals.
The rules governing mode transfers are very simple; we have already met the first one:

1
2
3

All mode transfers between normal and intermediate modes are automatic.
All mode transfers in which no information is lost (i.e. the case of widening)

are performed
automatically.
Any modetransfer (not involving intermediate modes) in which information is lost (i.e. the
case of narrowing) must be programmed explicitly.

The only possible explicit narrowing which arises at present is that of transferring from real to
integer. To indicate this, we introduce a further monadic operator and a second usage of the
keyword INT:

OPERATOR OPERAND

INT

Real

RESULT

Integer

INTERPRETATION

Rounds operand

to

nearest integer value

The interpretation of conversion to the nearest integer poses a problem when the real quantity
lies midway between two integer values; in this case the algebraically greater of the two possible
integers is taken. Hence:

INT 6.32
INT -4.95
INT 7.50
INT -7,5O

is 6
is -5
is I
is -7

We have seen three arithmetic modes so far, namely real, integer and big integer; we can
investigate the six possible assignment statement types (only six, since a big integer cannot
appear as a destination).
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I

I,

NT

REAL R,

R:=0.7,

Ri=4r
R

i =62r71,

It14,
Ii=é2*71r
I:gINT tl.7i

,A FAMILIAR Y.
T RIGHT HAND SIDE OELIVÊRS AN INTEGER Y.
1 AUTOMATICALLY WIDENED TO 4.0 X
'/, RI6HT HANO SIDE OELIVERS A BI6 INTE6ER
Y,
I.]IDENÊD 1O 4/.02.0 iT
^VTOMATICALLY

X FAMILIAR
I RIGHT HAND SIDE

T"

"A

DELIVERS

A BIG

INTÉGER

X

AUTOMATI CALLY NARROI{ED TO NORMAL FORM T
'J
N RIGHT HAMD SIDE INITIALLY OELIVERS U
7. A REAL WHICH {'4UST FE NARROI^JED EXPLICITLY
7. INFOR}4ATION IS LOST AND 1 STOREO IN I X

X

Note that in the case of assigning a big integer to a real, the conversion is performed directly
without first narrowing to an integer; this is important since a value outside the normal integer
range can be handled without overf low developing. We can express the automatic mode transfers
diagrammatically:
REAL
_t
"_\.-\
BIG INTEGE

R

The same rules apply when considering the evaluation of an expression containing a number of
modes. How are they applied? Consider an operator tr and the expression aû0; there are a
number of possibilities which will be treated as follows:

1

The operator ! is only defined between one pair of modes (for instance / between two reals).
Then there are three cases
a) q, P are of the correct mode and the expression can be evaluated immediately.
e.s. 0.6/1.3
27 :/lNT 3.2
b) Either or both of 4,0 can be converted to the correct mode by a widening operation:
the necessary widening is performed automatically and the expression evaluated.
e.9.3/4 %WIDENED TA 3.O/4.O%
This situation applies also to any necessary narrowing or widening of intermediate
modes:

c)
2

e.g. 7*4:/3*5 %BlG INTEGER NARROWED%
3*4 /7
%BIG INTEGER WIDENED%
Either or both of e, A cannot be coverted to the correct mode (any monadic mode
transfers specified explicitly are, of course, taken into account for the terms cc, p);
the expression is illegal and a compilation failure will occur:
e.g. 3.2:l 7

The operator n is defined for a number of pairs of modes (for instance + is defined between
two integers and two reals). Exactly the same rules are applied as in 1 except that we repeat
them in a specific order for the various pairs of possible modes, and a failure under 1 c) is
only recorded when all the possibilities have been tried. This information is shown by
arranging our entries in the tabular presentation of operators in the order in which the mode
matching will be attempted.

1 + h.7

e.g.

è/
16

al

CANNOT ÈE PERFORMEIJ A5 AN ADDITION 4y
BETf4lEËN T!.J0 I NTEGERS BUT CAN BË AN ./
AD0ITI0fq BEThlEEN TLi0 RFALS I F wË
\

T0 1.0 + 4.7

l,/IDEN

r

Similar considerations are made in the case of monadic operators. Note that for completeness
INT is also defined for an integer operand.
We now gather together all the operators met so far to indicate the ordering; remember this is
only significant for a particular operator; the ordering of the operators themselves is arbitrary.

Monadics:

OPERATOR OPERAND
I

RESULT

nteger

I

Real
I

I

nteger

I

I

Negate the operand

nteger
Real

nteger

I

Real

INT

ldentity: no action

nteger
Real

Real

ABS

INTERPRETATION

Negate the operand if it is negative:
otherwise no change

nteger
Real

nteger

I

nteger

Real

I

nteger

ldentity: no action.
Rounds operand to nearest integer value

Dyad ics:
oPERATOR PRECEDENC.

oJJ[ii,,
I

Real

lnteger
Real
nteger
Real
Integer
Real

Real

Real

nteger
Real

I

nteger
Real

I

:l

nteger

I

Big
nteger

I

nteger

MOD

SECOND

OPERAND

Big

I

I

nteger

Integer

R

ESU

LT

Integer
Real
I

nteger
Real

Big Integer
Real
Real
I

nteger

Integer

INTERPRETATION

Form the sum of the
operands

Subtract the second
operand from the first
From the product of
the operands
Divide the f irst operand
by the second

Ouotient on dividing f irst
operand by second
Remainder on dividing
first operand by second

Although the automatic widening operations may appear to lift some of the onus of mode
conversion from the programmer, there are pitfalls to be avoided, and care should be taken in the
choice of modes for variables and constants. For instance, a large exact constant, say a million,
may be required in real arithmetic and the temptation is to write it in the exact form 1000000;
however, on a small machine of small integer range, such a constant may fail at compile time,
because the compiler will treat it as an integer and find it to be out of range, even though its
usage is correct. This is easily avoided by writing it in the form 1000000.0 or 1E6; this is more
efficient, anyway, since the constant is used as a real;the program becomes independent of
the machine's integer range, and the formation of the real can be made at compile-time rather
than converting the integer value at run-time.
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Section 13 examples
1
2

Write

suitable bricks to evaluate the roots of a quadratic equation rvith integer coefficients.

The Fibonacci numbers are defined by the relations
Un =

4-t * Un-z (n>2) U1 = U2 =

1

The ratio UJ,lr converges to a limit as n increases.
un

Write suitable bricks to calculate this limit.

3

Assuming that the operator :/ and MOD do not exist, write procedures that
their functions (i.e. you may use / etc.)

4

Assuming that the monadic operator INT does not exist, write a procedure that

will perform
will perform

its function.
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14. Arrays
When names were first introduced in section 2 we darkly hinted that a name might be used for
groups of locations as well as for a single cell. This forbode the idea of a named structure; in fact
we have already had examples in the name of a data brick (naming a set of declarations and a
static area at run-time) and of a procedure brick (naming a collection of instructions). Consider

the following examples:
Example 1:
Arrange three given numbers in ascending order of magnitude.

0ATA NUMBERS t
REAL AItsICT

T

THREE 6IVEN NUMBERS

Y^

ENDDATA,

PROC ARRANGE
REAL Si.lAPI

()I

IF B<A TTIEN
S[iAP:=8r

B: =Ar
A:=ShJAP;
END,
IF C<B THEIi

St/Ap:=C,
C:=Br
B:=SI.JAP,

IT B<A THÉN
SWAP:=8r

Bi=A;
A:

=S1,,IAPI

EIJDI

END,
ENDPROC,
Example 2:
Arrange 3000 given numbers in ascending order of magnitude.

to solve this yet! Clearly the choice of 3,000 names and the writing of a large
number of conditional statements and swapping sequences is not a very efficient method, and
extremely tedious to write out. This situation of wishing to operate on sets of data treating each
individual datum in the same way is common in programming. The facility we desire is to be able
to name a set collectively but work with the individual members of the set.

We do not attempt

f n RTL/2 this is achieved through the use of arrays. An array is an indexed set of variables
identified by a single name. lt is comparable to a vector (having a certain number of components)
or to a set formed by attaching subscripts to a name. ln such a structure, allthe elements of the
set must be of the same mode, and this mode is an attribute of the array. We must also know
precisely how many elements belong to it. As usual, such information is given to the reader and
the compiler in the declaration of the name. Thus, in our example, to declare an arraY for the
given 3000 numbers we would write:

ARRAY

(3OOO)

REAL A;

The keyword ARRAY says that we are declaring a structure; an integer constant (necessarily
positive) in brackets specifies the number of elements lthe length of the array) and a mode
description (REAL) informs us of the nature of each element; there follows the usual list of
names. Note that in this list, each array declared will have space for 3000 real variables. Similarly
we can declare arrays of integers:

ARRAY (317) INT FUNNY, ANOTHER;
Arrays are static structures, and hence such declarations are only permitted in data bricks.
At execution time we will have a named area of core each element of which can be named
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individually by indexing the name of the structure, from 1 to the number lboundl specified in
the declaration.

2999

3000

The name A belongs to the total structure and we have not shown this on the diagram which is
purely illustrative - arrays may not be laid out in this way; the hatched location will contain
information about the size of the structure - the use of this will be examined later. Note that it
is legal (and sometimes useful) to declare an array of zero length;this structure will have a name
but no elements.
Each element of the array is to behave as a single variable; what is the name of such a variable?
We have said that an element is named by inCexing the name of the total structure. In writing
RTL|2, we do this by following the array name with an integer expression (subscriptl in round
brackets, the value of the expression indicating the element we wish to identify. Thus A(3) is the
third variable element of the structure; as usual the expression can be as simple or as complex as
we like, but must deliver an integer value for use as an index. Having formed a name in this way,
the element behaves just as a variable of the mode associated with the array, and may occur in

expressions, as a destination in an assignment, in parameters and conditions. The following
example illustrates how this can happen - it is not meant to be a sensible or useful program.

OP.TA STR{,ICTURESI

ARRAY
ARRAY

(10) REAL AR;
(20) INT AI,

ENDDÂTA,

()I
INT J,K;
REF INT WHERE;
FROC ACTION

REAL P,O;
I?EF RF,{[ \dIiICHI

l,lfilcH:=AR(7)r

Z PUTS NAME OF ELEMENl IN
Z SIMILAR

pt=AR(J)r
AI (1):=71

7, DEREFERENCE AR(J) TO YT€LD REAL

WtiERE:=Al(3)t

J:=K::6,

7,

Z AI(1) IS

AR(K-2)i=P*AR(J+AT(3))I
IF AI (17)<AR(2) THEN
AI(20)ggINT AR(K)'
Ef,l D ;

PERFûRM(

r
ii

|^JHËRE Z

DÉSTINATION

7.

T

U MORE COI.,IPLEX SUBSCRTPTS
7. AI(17) bJIDENEO TO REAL
X EXPLICIT NARRC\^IIN6 Z

Z

V,

AF(K+J-?) I AI( INT(AR(])+AR(K)) ) )I

t.lHERE PT.RFORM IS A PROCEDURÊ OF THE FORM Z
PROC PERFORM (REAL Ar INT B)' X
7; I'iOTE THE USE OF INT TO FORCË AN INTÊGÉR SUBSCRIPT

U

ËNOPÊOC,
We can see that the subscript expression can itself contain the names of array elements and this
nesting can occur indefinitely. When the subscript contains variable names, its value can only be
determined at run-time, when the contents of those variables are known; what happens in the
last statement above if the integer expression INT (AR(3) + AR(K) ) yields a value of 30 or a
value of -73? Only the elements Al(1), Al(2), ..., Al(20) are defined by our declaration; a
variable specified with a subscript which is out of the range of the declaration is not defined. The

possible effect can vary; if the name is to be a'ssigned to a ref-variable or if it is the destination in
an assignment statement there is a danger that we will overwrite some location which may not

belong to our program if we try to interpret the variable; to prevent this, a check (bound checkl
is made at run-time and an out of range subscript will give rise to an error condition. lf we are
simply dereferencing the variable, there is no possibility of corruption, only the probability of
accessing meaningless values; a check.here is optional. ln the case of lnteger constant subscripts,
the check can be, and is, made by the compiler. This topic is discussed more fully in a later
section; the important point at this stage is to appreciate that a problem exists if the integer
expression lies outside the range 1 to the number of elements.
Example 3:

Write a procedure to form the sum of the elements of an integer array containing 100
elements.

DATA SUMARRAY,
ARRAY (1OO) INT QI
ËNODATA'

PR0C

SUMMAT

I0N ( ) ll{Tr

Z FORMS AND RElURIIS SUI{ OF ELEMENT$ OF A IN A SIft|PLE
SUlIT Y' FORM 5UM OT E LEMENTS X
Il
"/. ELEMËNT C0UllTËR

I NT

Y"

SUM: =Or

lz=1 t

NEXTEL!

SUt't;cgul4 + a(I)l
IF I>1 OO lHEN
Z FINISHED Z
RETURN ( SUM)

EiI D,

I:=I+1t

6OTO NEXTELI
ENDPROC'
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'

LOOP'I

Example 4:

Write a procedure to rearrange the elements of a real array into ascending numerical order.
Let us take an array named A of 20 elements; the logic of the solution is to seek the name of the
minimum element and swap the contents of this location with A( 1) lThis may of course be a swap
with itselfl. We repeat this process with the remaining 19 elements using A(2) and so on until the
array is correctly ordered. Two loops are required [counted by I and J] as shown in the flowchart.
ENTER

Assume

A(l) contains

current minimum

SetJtol+1

Put name A(J)

into minimum

Swap current minimum

into A(l)
lncrement

I

EXIT

Noting that the minimum is a name and must therefore be contained in a ref-real variable we can
write the corresponding RTL/2. (This is not the only method; we could for instance maintain an
integer containing the subscript for the current minimum element).
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DATA GLOBALI
ARRAY (UO) REAL A,
ÉNDOATA,

0I

PROC ORDER

X PUTS ARRAY A INlO ASCE.NDIN6 NUMERICAL ORDER îi
INT I,JI
7û LOOP COUNTERS 'f,
NEAL TËMP, i1 USED IN SI^JAPPING T
ÊËF REAL MIN, U NAMÉ OF CURRENT MINIMUM
7I

T. INITIALISE ELEMENÎ LoOp U
T::1r
ilËxTEL: MINiTA(t)r
I ASSUME A(I) Is CUt{RÊNT MINIMLfM
J i=t+1 I
f, INITtALISE SEARCH L00p y,
CHEÇK: IF A(J) < MIN THEN
7. NOTE DERËFERENCTNG OF MIN y.
?,

U NEI,J MINIMUM X
MIN;=A(J)r

END'

I

I

H NEXl ELEMENT INDËX TOR SEARCI T
THËN GOTO CHECK, END,
SÊARCH COMPLETE FOR TH I S ELEMENTI PERFORM S}IAP

;3=J+1

F J (=20

Z

.1,

TEMPiSA(I),

A(I)i=MlNr

VAL MINiCTËI,IPI
"A NEXT l'lINIÈlUM l,lOt, Itl A(I) f
r, OLD CONTENTS NOT LOST /
11=I+1t
Y, NEXT ËLËMENT 'A
T F I <EO THEN GOTO NExTËL' END,
T NOTE NO I'IEED TO CHECK THE LAST ELEMÊNT

A(?O)

T

ENDPROC,

This is all very well, but when we call SUMMATION or ORDER, we always operate on the arrays

OandArespectively. Inpracticewewantroutineswhichwill operateondifferentarrayson
different calls. Arrays, however, are static, so we cannot declare an array parameter for the
procedures * remember that parameters are dynamic variables. When faced with the problem of
affecting our parameters earlier, we used a ref-variable in order that a particular name could be
made available to a procedure at the time of the call. We solve our array difficulty in a similar
way, by defining new modes (further ref-variables) which can contain the names of arrays. Just
as different modes ref-real and ref-integer were necessry to hold the names of real and integer
variables, we must have different modes to contain the names of different sorts of arrays:
REF ARRAY REAL A'
T, OEFINES A VARIABLE TO CONTAIN THE NAME OF
7" A REAL ARRAY
y, C0N1p11.1 NAMES"( 0F INTE6ER ARRAYS y,
REF ARRAY INT N'P,
The declarations specify as usual the names of the variables being declared and their modes: in
this case their contents will be names of arrays of the mode indicated. That is all; note that the
bounds of the arrays are not required.
We can assign

to such variables using the usual considerations:

DATA GLOBAL;
ARRAY (3) INT SMALLI
ARRAY (3OO) INT BIGI
ENDDATÂ;

PR0C ScMËNAME ()r
REF ARRAY TNT PI
Pt=SMALLT

P:=BIGI
ENt)PROCI
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7,

The left-hand sides of the assignment statements are the names of variables and therefore valid
destinations; they require the names of arrays of integers; the right-hand sides are the names of
integer arrays and therefore deliver acceptable objects. The bounds of the arrays are not involved.
Note, however, that the analogy with other ref-variables is not complete. We cannot write

VAL

P := SMALL;

and expect all the contents of the elements of the array SMALL to be copied into the elements
of the array whose name is currently in P (there would be a bound problem here!). Such "whole
arcay" operations are not allowed; the name of an array is not a valid destination since it does
not identify a unique place, so statements of the form BIG := SMALL are also illegal.
What we can manipulate via ref-array variables are the elements of the arrays whose names are
held in such variables. To do this we simply append a subscript to the naine of the ref-array
variable:

Pil +J)
to it is meaningless, just as + applied to a ref-real is
meaningless. We interpret this as meaning apply the index given by the subscript to the contents
of P; that is, we dereference P and use the name of the array contained in it to yield, with the
index, the name of a variable which then behaves in the normal way . That's all! The
dereferencing is always automatic, since no other sensible interpretation can be put on the
P is a ref-array variable; a subscript applied

construction.

In both examples 3 and 4 we used the number of elements in the arrays explicitly. Clearly, if no
information about the number of elements involved is contained in the declaration of a ref-array
variable, we can no longer do this when we write general procedures to operate on arrays - the
number of elements involved will differ from call to call.
To cope with this we introduce a new monadic operator:
OPERATOR

OPERAND

LENGTH

Array name

RESU LT

INTERPRETATION

nteger

No. of elements in the array

I

LENGTH is a keyword, and the only operator amongst the monadics and dyadics which operates
on a name rather than a value. Note that the mode of the elements of the array operand is
immaterial.
For our example above, LENGTH BIG will yield the integer value 300; the use of LENGTH with
an actual array name as in this case is somewhat redundant, since the answer can always be
obtained by consulting the declaration. LENGTH will generally be used to ascertain the length of
an array whose name is contained in a ref-array variable; naturally the ref-array variable will be
dereferenced to yield an array name as a suitable operand for LENGTH. As the result is an integer,
the operator may occur quite generally in an expression, and all the usual rules governing monadic
operators and widening and narrowing apply:
REF ARRAY REAL A;
INT I;
I := LENGTH A + 3;
We can now rewrite our

two examples with ref-array parameters:
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PROC SUMMATION (REF ARRAY
I NT SU}II, I I
SUM: =0 I

I;g1l
L:

llÉX1Ê

SUM: ÊSUM+0 (

INT O) IN1,

I)I

I, A DEREFERENCED lHEN THE NAME OBTAINED BY INDEXIT{G'/.
7; THE COIVTENT$ OF

I;=l+11

IF

A

ALSO DEREFERFNCED

Y^

I>LENGTH Q THEN RETURN(SLtH), E[0,

GOTO NEXTELI
ENDPROC,

PROC OROER
I NT I r J I
REAL TEfiP,

(RFF ARRAY RËAL A),

REF REAL MIN,
I : =1 r

NEXfELt MINt=A(I)t

g=l+1f
CHËCK: tF A(J)<MIN THEN
J;-J+11
,;

I

F

J

<=LENGTH

TEMP!=A(I)i

I'lIN:eA(J),

FNDt

A TI{EN GOTCI CHECKI

ENDI

A(I):=t'tIN,

VAL l.fIN:=TEMPI

1;=l+1r

IF

ENDPROC

I <LENGlH

A

TTIEN GOTO

NEXTEL,

END I

'

Not much change! Except that, each time O or A occurs, it will now be dereferenced to yield an
array name. Make sure you understand all the dereferencing in these examples;for instance the
statement A(l) := MIN involves four dereferences: A is dereferenced to give an array name since
a subscript follows; I is dereferenced to give an integer which is used to index the array name thus
giving a real destination; MIN must then be dereferenced twice to deliver a real number.
What can we have arrays of? So far we have seen real arrays and integer arrays. We can also
declare arrays of ref-reals and ref-ints; each element is now a ref-variable which can contain the
name of a variable of the appropriate mode. The name of an element of such an array is formed
from the array name and a subscript and this element behaves just as a ref-variable:

DATA S,
AÊRAY
ARRAY
ARRAY

(1Û) REAL ART
(?O) I NT AI,

(3)
ARRAY (7)

REF REAL

TI

REF INT U'
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r

NOlE THA.T THE MODE OF EACH ELÊMENT
FOLLOI,IS THE LENGTH INFORMATION T

T

ÊNDOAlA,

PR0c t,lAIN

(),

a

T(2):=AB(7)i
AI (17) I=U(6) r
VAL 1(1):=0.3
ENDPROC'
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7. NAMÊ OF ELEMENÎ AR(?)

'

7.

DEREFEREIICE U(6) IbIICË TO YIELD INTEGER
^I
,A TORCÊ DEREFERENCING OF T(1) TO YIELD U
.A A
7,

REAL VARIABLE DESTINATION

%

Of course we can also declare references to arrays of ref-variables. Note here carefully though,
that VAL is only needed to force dereferencing of the individual element; dereferencing of the
ref-array variable is implicit in the use of a subscript.

OATA SI
ARRAY (1

O) REAL

AR,

(?û) INT AII
(3)
ARRAY
REF RÊAL f t
ARRAY (7) REF INT UI
AFftAY

ENCIDATA,

PROC MAIN ()I
È.EF ARRAY REF ÊEAL A'
REF ARRAY REF INl B'
7. NAME OF ARRAY OF CORRECT MODÊ T,
A; =T T
Z NOTÊ A;=4R TLLEGAL SIl{CE A DÊI'{ANDS NAME OF ARRAY

i 0t

BtrcUl

REF-RËALS

I

U

iSAR(6); ,A A OEREFËRENCËD AUTOMAlICALLYI NAME AR(6) STORED
AI(Zll=8(5)i
r AI (?) DÊI"IANDS AN INTEGERI B IS DER€FERENCED TO YTELD AN ARRAY Z
y,0F REF-INTS l,JHICH Is TNDEXED By 3 T0 ûIVË A REF-INT, THIS IN
Z TURN IS DEREFERËNCED TTICE TO YIELD THE REOUIRED INTEGER X
VAL B(1 ):=7r
7i ùEFEfERENCING 0F B IS AUT0MATICT VAL APPLIES T0 THf REF-INT
U VARIÂBLE OBTAINEF BY INOEXTNG THE CONTFNlS OF B BY 1
A(1)

T.

7^

1(

T,

EiTDPROCI
What other modes have we had? Arrays.
Can we have arrays of arrays then? No; if we could, each element would not be a variable, but a
structure consisting of many variables. However, we can declare an array whose elements are
ref-array variables; that is each element can contain the name of an array. As usual the mode of
the elements of such arrays must all be the same.

Consider the fol lowing:

DAlA S'
ARRÂY
AERAY
ARRAY
ARRAY

(10) INT P1t
(20) tNT P?,P3t
(5) INl P4T
(1) REF ARRAY INT

P;

ENDDATA'

pR0c sEïp

P(1)::P1r

();

P(2):=P?t
P(3):=P3i
p(4):=P4r
ENtlPR0C,
An element, such as P(1), is a ref-array-int variable and as the destination of an assignment
demands the name of an integer array; P1 is such an acceptable name.
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What sort of structure have we created with

P?

t//À
P1

P3

ti)

,#

,,w[rT
It is basically a two level structue;the actual integer variables require two levels of indexing from
the name P. To name the 17th element of P3 using P we need to write:
P(3)(1 7)

The index 3 on P gives a ref-array-int variable; the following subscript forces dereferencing to
give the name of an array (in this case P3) which is indexed bV 17 to give the name of an integer
variable. This then behaves just as an ordinary integer variable.
Such structures can be used to represent any organised data with a two-dimensional structure, e.g.
matrices. In a matrix, we normally have the same number of elements in each row vector, unlike
the differing lengths in our structure P. In RTL/2 we allow direct declaration of such
two-dimensional structures:

ARRAY (3,4) INT ALPHA;
This declaration is equivalent to declaring

ARRAY(3)REF ARRAY INT ALPHA;
and assigning to each element the names of integer arrays each of length 4. Such a structure will
be created, but no intermediate names {in the RTL/2 sense) will exist.
ALPHA

WW

WT

[The arrows indicate
some internal
naming mechanisml

WT\N
lf we make any assignments to the elements of the first level of ALPHA we destroy the structure
generated by the compiler. For example if we write ALPHA(1) := P2;we can only regain the
original rectangular two-dimensional structure if we have prerriously remembered the old contents
of ALPHA(1) in a suitable ref-array-int variable.
The word dimension refers to the number of bounds possessed by the array and not to the
extents of the vectors which compose it. Thus ALPHA has dimension 2, and:

LENGTH ALPHA is 3

whilst LENGTH ALPHA(1) is 4 (since ALPHA(1) contains the internally generated name of an
array of four elements). We may name the individual elements in precisely the same way,
ALPHA(2)(3) is the name of an integer variable found by indexing the contents of ALPHA(2).
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Following the normal algebraic practice we also allow the forms ALPHA (2,3) and P(3,17).
As usual, the subscripts can be any expressions provided they deliver integer values within the
bounds of the array.

Naturally, if we wish to pass such a two-dimensional array as a parameter to a procedure, we need
to be able to declare a reference to such a structure. A variable suitable to contain the name of a
structure such as ALPHA must have the mode REF ARRAY REF ARRAY INT;we allow the
shortened form REF ARRAY(,)lNT, the comma in the empty bound list indicating that it is a
reference to a2 dimensional structure. Our earlier declarations could also have shown the
dimension involved explicitly:
REF ARRAYO REF REAL A;
REF ARRAY0 REF INT B;

to construct arrays of as many dimensions as we desire (though in practice a
compiler may impose an upper limit) and suitable ref-variablesto contain their names. In the
ref-variable case, the number of commas required in the empty bound list is equal to one less
than the dimension of the array contents; in the simple one-dimensional case, the "list" is
optional. Provided you think carefully of the sort of variable involved at each stage of the
subscripting and the dereferencing involved, you will have no difficulty - there are no new
concepts involved. For instance, we could declare (in a data brick) a three dimensional array and
wish to order one of its constituent vectors using our procedure ORDER:

We can extend this

DATA SS,
ARRAY (5,6,7

)

REAL IITM3I

ENDOAlAI
PROC MAIN

0I

0R0ER ( DIlvt3(3r4) lt
ï". CONVTNCE YOURSÊLF THAT THÊ PARAMETER OOES INDEED YIELD
.4 NAMË OF A RIAL ARRAY T

THE

ENDPROCI

You will observe that because of the intermediate levels required, it is more efficient to arrange
(if possible) for the bounds to occur in ascending numerical order.
As a simple example of the use of two-dimensional arrays, we will write a procedure to return the
trace (the sum of the diagonal elements) of a square matrix presented as a parameter.

PROC TRACE (REF ARRAY (') REAL A) REALI
i |,JE ASSUI'48 TIiAT I HÊ PARAi'IETER I S A SOUARE ARFAY,
Y, LENGTH { = LENGTH A(1) }i
RËAL SUMl X FCRM TRACE Z
,; COUNTER X
I NT I;
I I =1 I
SUM:

=0,0

NEXTËL:

r

SUMI=SUI'4

1;=l+11

+ A(III)r

T F I (:
LËNGTH
R€TURN(SUM)I

7^ AOD

IN

lHAT I S

T

NEXT DIAGI]NAL ELEilENT

A lHEN 6OTO NEXTÊLI

ENDI

ÊNDPROC;
Because the left-hand side of an assignment statement can now contain array element names
which may be derived from complex subscript expressions (involving procedure callswhich may
affect data variables or other variables via the parameter mechanism) we must now define
explicitly the order of actions (mentioned in section 4) in assignment, and, indeed, in the order
of evaluation of the subscript expressions themselves. We would need to be sure of this, if (for
some reason) we wished to write something of the form:
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Z

DATA AI{Y DATA,
ARRSY (8,10I?O)

INT

INT EIGI

KI
ENDDATAI

PR0C SET (REF

VAL X:=X+1;

INT X) INTl

RETURN(7)I
ËNDPROC'

PROC

MAIN

()I

INT J,

K::3, Ji=1,

X

tG (J r

) i ÊB I6 (SET ( J ), K, J ) r;SÊT (J ) I
l,/0ULD
C0!IMENT
BE ADVISABLE HçRE ' IN 6ENËRAL SUCH 0PA0UE
PRE]6RAMMING IS NOT RECOM},IÊNDËD N
B

1/"

A

K

r 5ET( K)

U

ENOPROC I

At first gfance you might expect this statement to be equivalent to BIG( 1,3,71 :=BlG(7 ,4,21:=7;
with J,K containing the values 3,4 respectively.
This is not the case; the rules are as follows:

i)

An array and its subscripts are evaluated from left to right. lNote that the array must be
included in this, since the name may be obtained from a ref-variable whose contents could
be changed by a function call in one of the subscript expressions: this rule says that the
array name will be evaluated before its subscriptsl .

ii)

In an assignment, the right-hand side is evaluated first; the destinations are evaluated and
the assignments made from right to left.

Thus in our example the following sequence will be obeyed:

SET(J):

evaluate
this yields 7 and resets J to 2
evaluate BIG(SET(J),K,J): this indexing process from left to right will yield the name
BIG(7,3,3) and reset J to 3
evaluate BIG(J,K,SET(K)): this yields the name BIG(3,3,7) and resets K to 4

The overall effect therefore is to perform

BIG(3,3,7) := BIG(7,3,J) :=7
with J, K containing3,4 respectively.
The rules describe the action of any assignment statement unambiguously provided we add
the further information about any procedures involved:

iii)

The parameters are evaluated from left to right before examining and calling the procedure
itself [The reason for including the procedure itself will become apparent later].

It is important to realise that we only need worry about these considerations if we are using
procedures which have side effects on data variables or through the parameter mechanism, and
then only if we are using those variables affected elsewhere in our statement.
Note that the order of evaluation of the terms forming the operands of a dyadic operator was not
defined; thus cclp may result in p being evaluated before c. Again this will only lead to ambiguity
if the evaluation of one term affects the other via side-effects. Since the order is not defined such
constructions should be avoided (see also page 29).
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Section 14 examples
1
2

3

The co-ordinates of a point in space are held in an array of length 3. Write a procedure to
find its distance from the origin.

(,,/(x2 + Y2 + z2l I
Write a procedure to calculate the mean and standard deviation of
via an array parameter.

a set

of numbers, supplied

Write a procedure to form in a third array the matrix product of two given arrays. (An
element of the third array is given by

C,i=?AikBki)

4

In two arrays X, Y set up thevaluesof x and somefunction of x for a given range of values.
of values to calculate, by linear interpolation, the value of the function for a
given x in the range.
Use this table
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I

15. Let
In a large program there may be many arrays â11 having the same length, and a need to use this
length explicitly at various points in the program. Shouto the specifiéation of the program
change, or the length change for some other reason, there will be many places where ùe integer
value will need to be amended: it is almost certain that some occurrences will be missed in this
amendment process, and this error may not be detected for some time, since the program will
still.be syntactically correct. One solution would be to put this value in a variable (ke-pt
u.nchanged throughout the program) but all the arrays would still need the explicit integer in
their declarations.
RTL/2 has a facility which is of particular use in such a situation. We define a seguence of text
which is to be associated with a name (formed by the usual rules). This definition occurs outside
our bricks and takes the form of the keyword LET followed by the name, an equalssign, the
sequence we are defining, and a semi-colon to terminate it. For example:
LET Z = 16;
On every subsequent occurrence of the name (in this case Z) in the program, the sequence (16)
is, therefore, a mechanism of textual ràplacementwhich is
performed by the compiler whilst reading a program, Thus:

will be inserted in its place. This

Z

LET N0=75 I

NUMBER

OF ËLEMENTS

T

0ATA Sr

ARRAY (NO) TNT A,
ARRAY ( I,JO) REAL B'

gNDDATA,.

PR0C

II.JT

HAIri ()r

II

IF

I(=110 lHEli

R(I):sZ + A(N0-I)r
B (1,10-I ) :=0,01 *B ( t ),

ENDI
I

ËNDPROC;
is equivalent

to the program:

DATA S I
ARRAY
ARRAY

(75) INl A'
(75) RËAL B'

ENDOATA,

PR0ç t4AIN ()l

IFiT II

t
a

IF T(=75 THEN
n(l);=7 + A(75-I)r
8(75-I):=0.01*8(I)r

ENC'
t
a

ENDPROC,
However, if the number of elements changes at some later date, we only need to amend the first
version in one place the definition of NO
rather than in (at least) five places.

-
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The textual replacement specifies exactly what happens; syntactically, the definition sequence
must be valid wherever we use the name. lf we write:

LETP=6+7;

then 6 + 7 (and not 13) is what we get for each occurrence of P. lf we attempt to put

ARRAY(P)INT...

somewhere in our program, it will fail to compile since we have not supplied a simple integer
constant as the array length.

It is vital to realise that we have not declared a variable P; no cell named P exists at run time.
This explains why = is used and not the assignment symbol. P is a name used as a shorthand,
which usefully concentrates changes of information in one spot. As we have seen this can
simplify re-definition of lengths of data structures. Similarly it can be used to represent other
numerical constants:

LET Plc 3.14159t
LET INSTOCM-2.54I

T

CONVERSIOI.i FACTOR INChES TO CENTIMElRES

/

This use is strongly recommended as it ensures that the same value is used throughout and
minimises the chances of typographical errors. lt also means that changes of accuracy can be
made at one point, particularly when transferring to another machine.

Another use is to give a name to a fixed element of an array. An array of six elements might be
used to store the current values of the co-ordinates of a point in a fluid, its density, temperature
and pressure, the array being used so that all the information could be passed to various
procedures by a single parameter. Forclarity and documentation we could give namesto the
various elements; these names would be replaced by the appropriate array element on reading
the program:

LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LÊT

XCOORD
YçOORD
ZCOORD
OËNSITY

=
;
=
=
TËr.4P =
PRÉS$ =

PLACE(1 ,
PLACE(E t
PLACE(3 t
PLACE(4 )i
pLACE(5 )i
PLACE(6 )r

DATA FLUIDI NFORI.lATION,
ARRAY (6) REAL PLACEI
I

É'llD0ATA,

PR0C SET

()l

a

TËt'4PtE10.61

1" $ÉTS PLAçf

(5)l

'A

ËNriPnoir
As the facility is one of replacement on reading a program, such replacement of the name will
only occur in that part of the program following the definition. We can, if we wish, re-define the
name to be some othersequence and this definition will be used to replace the name in
subsequent parts of the program. This can be useful fordocumentation purposes and for
preserving similarity between various sections of program.
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LET ERRGRACTION=FAIL1

pR0c

,

7,

FAILl IS

PROC GIVING MESSAGE AND RESTART

r: ()i
a

IF ..r..r.

lHEN ËRR0RACTI0N ()l

ENDt

:
ENDPR.ÛCI

LTl ERPORACTIOIIeFAIL2, ./" FATL2 IS
pR0c

PROC GIVING I{ESSAGÉ ONLY z

o: ()r
I

IF I'I?

THEN ËRRORACTION 0i

ËND'

I
a

ENOPFOC,
The exact requirements for E R RORACTION in the various cases may have been decided after
the initial program was written. The use of the LET facility ensures that all occurrences of
ERRORACTION are replaced correctly; again if the specification changes, the textual changes

required are local ised.
What sort of things can we include in such definitions? Between the equals sign and the
semi-colon we can write any sequence of the items we have encountered so far, that is names,
real and integer constants, comments (though this is unlikely to be of much use since they are
removed anyway!) and separators (but not the semi-colon of course!). However, we cannot
make further definitions within a LET definition - hence the keyword LET is illegal in the
sequence.

Since one can put almost any sequence
could be made:

of items in the definition,

some very devious definitions

LÊT GUESS= IF A=B THËN i
.TJAÏÂ S'

IltT A,8t

ËNDDATA;

PROC MAIN
INT h'HAT;

OI

I
I

GUESS

iJhAI := 6;

END;

I

ENDPROCT

This is not transparent programming, not well documented and extremely error prone! The LET
facility is not intended for this sort of use.
We can use, in a LET-definition, a name that has itself been defined by a LET-definition. This
name has been defined and so, on reading it, the compilerwill replace it with the appropriate
sequence.

LET EL=5t
I

LEÏ TEIdP=PLACE(EL)I
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Y. EAL'IVALENl TO FLACE(5)

7"

.!o

Note that this replacement is made once in the definition and not on each occurrence of TEMP;

tET

EL=57
t
a

LÊT TEMP=PLACE(EL)I
a
a

LET EL=7

t

:

ïEMPt=10.7r
will result in the statement PLACE(5) :=1O.7; since PLACE(5)

is the current

definition of TEMP

at this point, even though EL is now defined to be 7.
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16. Data lnitialisation
It would be extremely tedious, if we wished to ensure that a large array contained certain values
at the beginning of our program, to have to write out a vast number of assignment statementsl
A(1) := 7;
A(2).:= 16;

e(3ob) := o;
The instructions would also occupy a large amount of store.
We introduce at this point the concept of initialising variables in a data brick. This is a facility
which allows the programmer to specify the contents of his data brick (static) variables on entry

to the program.
To do this, clearly we must be able to calculate the required contents of these variables at
compile time; hence expressions and any dereferencing or typechanging is forbidden - we are
restricted to using "constant" information of the correct mode.
For a simple variable we have to supply one piece of information, namely the required contents.
This is specified by an assignment-like sequence within the declaration containing the definition
of the variable.

OATA II.IITIALISEDI
REA I A I *1 .0 r B l:c-3 .2 t Ç | :rD i G.0.7Ê-1 r Ë r F r G i=-687 t
tNT I is1 rJ;rX itL!tÇ30rMl=N!n+3rPr0la0l
EI{IIDATAI
From this example we can deduce the general rules:
i) Variables to be initialised are followed by := and the required initial value; "multiple
initialisation" is allowed in a similar way to multiple assignment.
ii) The initial value may be a signed constant; it must be of the correct mode,
iii) Groups of names and initialisations are separated by commas ; note that variables without
initial values may be included, in the normal way, in the list of names.
Static arithmeticvariableswhich are not initialised in the program textwill be initialised by
default to zero (azero of the correct mode!). Thus on entry to our program, E, F above will
contain 0.0 and P will contain 0. O need not have been explicitly initialised to zero, but it is not
wrong, and such an initialisation is good and useful documentation.
When it comes to initialising ref-variables, the "constants" we can have are the names of variables
of the appropriate mode. We have mentioned earlier that before a ref-variable is used in an
expression, we must ensure that it contains something sensible, or else on dereferencing twice
we shall have no idea what location we shall be accessing. The wisdom of initialising such
variables is forced onto the programmer : all ref.variables must be initialised (some earlier
examples are illegal in this respect) and hence there is no question of any default value. As
before, the syntax consists of assignments embedded in the declarations.

OATA HOR E I
REAL A,B,

INT ItcJl*K3s!1

ARRAY (10) INT LISTI
RÊF REAL r.,HICHREALIeA' YOU:EME

IgE'

REF INT PLACEt KrtlHERE:.;LIST(?)I
REF ARRAY INT POINÏER:TLISTI

ENDDATAI

they only exist whilst the
We must remember that no local variables are available at this point
procedure
is being executed. Variables whose names are used as initial values in data
call of a
bricks must therefore belong to some data brick; that is, they must be static so that their location
is known at compile-time.

-
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An array element is such a simple variable, but only if the subscript is a constant (again so that
the exact location is known at compilation). Hence initialising WHERE to LIST(2) is quite
legitimate;aninitial valueof LIST(l) (eventhough lhasbeeninitialisedto3) wouldbeillegal
as dereferencing of I is required. Similarly an element of a two (or more) dimensional array
A(3, 4) is illegal since an implicit dereferencing is required to find the name in A(3) before
indexing it by 4.
Now we can consider our opening problem - how to initialise an array. An array consists of a
named structure containing many simple variables; to initialise it we must therefore supply a set
of the appropriate "constants". This is done by writing a list of values separated by commas and
enclosed in brackets as the initial value for the array. The list must contain exactly the right
number of constants for the number of elements.

DATA LISTSI
I NT I I J , K I
ARRAY (5) REAL
ARRAY (10) INT
ARRAY

A1;=(1,0,?.Cr5.0)r
I1i=I2;=(1r213,4r5,6t7,8r9r10),
l5 ;r (e0'30r 0, 0, 0' 0 r0, 0'0 r0),
Ittt
(E) REF INT RIic(KIJ)I

ENDDATA'
For arrays of simple variables, the same default rules apply; hence l4 above will be initialised to
ten zeroes.

Inthecaseof l3weonlywishedtoinitialisethefirsttwoelementsandleavetherestzero. ltis
not too bad to have to write (and count) the necessary eight zeroes and the commas. For a large
afiay, however, much writing would be laborious and error prone; the requirement to do this
would probably deter people from using the initialisation facility in such a case, relying on the
default value and filling in the first few elements by explicit assignments in the program. Where
a singf e value is required for many elements of an array a repitition factor may be used to specify
the number of elements to be initialised to this value. A repetitionfactor consists of an integer
constant in brackets following the initial value. Thus we would initialise l3 by writing
ARRAY (10) INT 13: = (20,30,0(8));
This facility can be used for any number of elements in any position in the array and for any
required value - though the rules for the mode of the value and the total number of elements
must be obeyed of course.
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Example:

ARRAY (1 5) REAL ALPHA:F(1'0 (2r 13.1 (3) r0.0,ô.1 r 7.2(2) r1 .0E1 ( 5,
ARRA.Y (7) INT BETATE(7(e),1(5),6,5)r
will declare arrays which on entry to the program will appear as:

tZT.2,

ALPHA

The LET facility can be useful in such situations:

LET NOELaI OOI
LET li0E LLESS2*98

T NUMBER OF ÉLÉMENIS
Z SET T0 N0E L-?
,
X HHEN NOEL IS CHANGED tcE MUST ALI,IAY$ CHAN6E I.IOËLLESS2 !
r MAKES CHANGËS ËASY 1O IT4PLÊI.IËNT
7,

T.

7,

DATA INFI
ARRAY (NOËL) T}IT GAUMAi=(1(NOËL))'
ARRAY (N0EL) RÊAL DËLTAlc(0.01,0,07r0.0(N0ELLESS?))t
ËNDDAlA,
When we come to multi-dimensional structures, we must be a

little more careful.

When we declare explicitly a two dimensional array, we are creating all the levels, and so can
present the initialvalues as an array of array initial values and the syntax reflects this.

DATA f'l0NAMEr
ARRAY (5,4)
ËNODATA,

INl BIGIq
( (1r?13r4l t (5r6 r7,8), (9'10,11r1?l )l

This declaration creates the structure:

Tr,
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Ti,

,il,
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12

THTS

We may use repetition factors

to repeat a particular array ol values, and the scheme may be

extended to more dimensions:

DATA MULTIDIMI
ARRAY (5,6) REAL FRED:r

( (1.0,2,1(5)) (5),

.0r 2r0 t5r0r4.0r 5.0r6.0)'
(77.61?l t?6rT (?) | 0.0 (e) )

(1

)I

) t NT J 0E r
( ( (1,?t5,4) (5) ) (Z) r
( (5r6r7r8)' (8,7r6'5), (?,4r6r8) ) )l

ARRAY (3 t3,4

3

ENDDATA'

This will create the following structures:
FRED

JOE

When, however, we are setting up a two-dimensional structure by the use of an array of
references, we are only declaring a single level, and hence can only initialise that level to a set of
names of appropriate arrays (these arrays may be initialised in their own declarations of course).

DATA STRUCT'
ARRAY (5) REF ARRAY REAL NEï^JFRÊD!,l(41'AIlA1IA?IA3)I
X COULD USE REPETITION FAClOR ANO hIRITE (41(3) 'AE'45)
ARRAY (6) REAL
A1

;=(1.0re,1(5)),

A2Br(1 .0,?.0r3r0r4.0,
A3 ;= (77,6(2r,26.7 (?),

T

5.0r6.0) r
0.0(2) ) I

EliDDF,r"'''
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Note that the structure NEWFRED consists of an array of 5 names:

//,fr:

A1

A1

A3

A2

A1

NEWFRED

The total structure thus created is not the same as our earlier FRED. Not only are the final array
levels named, there are not so many of them! In general also, they need not be of the same
length.

NEWFRED

Initialisation, apart from saving a large number of assignments to be performed initially at run
time, and enguring that ref-variables contain sensible names, is also useful for setting up tables
of values, decision tables, look-up tables etc. For instance, in our DDC example, we may use
different (say temperature) setpoints at various stages of the process and have a'stage number'
at any moment:

DATA PLANTI
ARRAY (5) REAL TEMpsr=(150,0r180,7,?30.0,195.ir100,0)r
Y. lEMPERATURE SET POI NTS 7.
I

NT

ÊNODATA

STA6ENUMBER

T

T

PR0C DDC

()r

I
I

SETP0INTI*TEMpS(STAGENUMBER)

r

Z

SIMpLË L00X-Up

X

a

ENDPROC,

Section 16 example
1. Write a procedure which will be called at 00 hours each day in a real-time system to update
the values of integers DAY, MONTH and YEAR held in a suitable data brick. (Note that you
must allow for the various lengths of the months but you may ignore the problem of leap years
if you wish).
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